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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

In this report we present a conservation, restoration and monitoring plan for the lower White 

River, a major tributary of the Green River. The plan is intended to help guide conservation, restoration 

and management of the lower White River over the next several decades and is also developed as an 

adaptive management plan to facilitate learning. The recommended conservation and restoration 

actions are intended to maintain and enhance native riparian vegetation and instream habitat for native 

desert fishes including federally endangered Colorado Pikeminnow (Ptychocheilus lucius), federally 

endangered Razorback Sucker (Xyrauchen texanus), Speckled Dace (Rhinichthys osculus), Bluehead 

Sucker (Catostomus discobolus), Flannelmouth Sucker (C. latipinnis), and Roundtail Chub (Gila robusta). 

~~Many mammals, amphibians, migratory birds, and raptors that use the riparian zone or migrate 

through the riverscape are also anticipated to benefit from the plan. The recommended conservation 

and restoration actions are based on the best available information regarding the current ecological and 

geomorphic conditions and restoration recovery potential. We prioritized reaches for conservation and 

restoration actions using expert opinion and field validation, riparian vegetation density and instream 

and riparian habitat condition and complexity data. We recommend an experimental design for 

implementation of conservation and restoration actions. Combined with monitoring, the experimental 

design is aimed at identifying the most successful conservation and restoration actions for maintaining 

complex instream habitat and a healthy native riparian community.  

The lower White River is considered one of the few remaining functioning riverine ecosystems in 

the entire upper Colorado River basin (Anderson et al. 2019; Pennock et al. in press). The White River is 

the only major tributary of the Green River that retains a relatively natural flow regime with complex 

habitat required for all life-stages of native fishes. 

The goals of the plan are to: 

1. Conserve the natural flow regime to prevent further unnatural dewatering and maintain habitat-

forming processes 

2. Conserve necessary and sufficient habitat to allow for thriving native fish, vegetation 

communities, and riparian dependent animal species.  

3. Conserve natural habitat-forming processes, such as lateral channel movement, beaver activity, 

and inputs of large wood 

4. Restore channel width to areas of the riverscape which have experienced narrowing from 

unnatural vegetation encroachment 

5. Restore riparian vegetation communities to a more natural and less invaded state 

6. Conduct sufficient monitoring of conservation and restoration actions to quantitatively assess 

whether these actions are accomplishing the objectives and determine the causes of success or 

failure 

The report is divided into six sections. Section I covers the current ecological and geomorphic condition 

and recovery potential of the lower White River. Section II presents the guiding vision and restoration 

goals for the plan, and section III presents the specific restoration objectives. In section IV, we propose 

restoration actions and identify priority sites for conservation and restoration. We detail the monitoring 

plan in section V. And, we discuss the importance of adaptive management in Section VI.  
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CURRENT ECOLOGICAL AND GEOMORPHIC CONDITIONS ON 
LOWER WHITE RIVER: ESTABLISHING THE IMPETUS FOR 
CONVERSATION AND RESTORATION 
 

INTRODUCTION 

The White River is the only major tributary of the Green River that has retained a relatively 

natural flow regime (Figure 1). However, all four large tributaries —the Duchesne, Price, San Rafael, and 

the White rivers have experienced declines in discharge because of flow regulation, water withdrawals, 

climate change, and persistent drought since 2000 (Salehabadi et al. 2020). The mean annual flow of the 

Duchesne River since 2000 is only 38% of the estimated flow between 1914 and 1957 and is 59% and 

45% for the Price and San Rafael rivers, respectively. In contrast, mean annual flow of the White River 

between 2000 and 2018 was 76% of the estimated total flow of the early and mid-20th century, and this 

tributary is the only one to experience spring, snow-melt floods on a fairly regular basis. The White River 

also maintains perennial flows and has experienced the lowest decline in summer baseflows (Table 1), 

whereas summer baseflows and the number of days with zero flow has increased for all other large 

tributaries of the Green River (i.e., Duchesne, Price and San Rafael) from climate change-driven declines 

in run-off and continued water abstraction for irrigation. 

 

TABLE 1: FLOW METRICS FROM FOUR MAJOR TRIBUTARIES TO THE GREEN RIVER IN THE UPPER COLORADO RIVER 

BASIN IN THE SOUTHWESTERN USA. PERIOD OF RECORD DIFFERS AMONG GAGING STATIONS FOR HISTORICAL 

FLOWS AND ARE REPORTED IN FIGURE 1. THE PERIOD OF RECORD FOR THE PRESENT IS FROM 2000-2020 FOR ALL 

STATIONS (USGS 2021). 

Tributary 
USGS 
gage 

Median summer baseflow 
(ft3/s; July-September) 

Average number of days 
<25th percentile 

Average number of 
days 

with zero flow 

  Historical Present Historical Present Historical Present 

Duchesne 9302000 156 65 (-58%) 16 17 (6%) 0 0 

Price 9314500 34 24 (-29%) 8 31 (288%) 0 1.1 

San Rafael 9328500 30 16 (-47%) 14 37 (164%) 6.6 14.7 

White 9306500 436 309 (-29%) 17 17 (0%) 0 0 
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FIGURE 1: FOUR MAJOR TRIBUTARIES TO THE GREEN RIVER IN THE UPPER COLORADO RIVER BASIN IN THE 

SOUTHWESTERN USA. INSET PLOTS ARE HISTORICAL (GREY) AND PRESENT FLOW REGIMES BASED ON MEAN DAILY 

FLOWS. SOLID LINES REPRESENT MEDIAN AND THE BANDS REPRESENT THE 25TH AND 75TH PERCENTILES. PERIOD OF 

RECORD DIFFERS AMONG GAGING STATIONS FOR HISTORICAL FLOWS: WHITE AND GREEN RIVERS (1929-1949), 
PRICE AND SAN RAFAEL RIVERS (1945-1949), AND DUCHESNE RIVER (1942-1949). PRESENT FLOWS ARE FROM 

2000-2020. WHITE TRIANGLES REPRESENT LOCATIONS OF USGS GAGING STATIONS. NEGATIVE NUMBERS 

REPRESENT THE PERCENT REDUCTION IN SPRING DISCHARGE (MARCH-JUNE) BETWEEN HISTORICAL AND PRESENT 

TIME PERIODS. HIGHLIGHTED REACHES OF RIVER REPRESENT THE EXTENT WHERE LARGE WOODY DEBRIS WAS 

QUANTIFIED (PRESENTED IN FIGURE 2). 

 

The White River is the only major tributary of the Green River that has a relatively natural flow 

regime and complex habitat required for recruitment of all life-stages of native fishes. As an important 

index of habitat complexity, large woody debris densities (i.e., log piles, submerged trees, and fallen 

trees) are 78-562% higher in the White River relative to the other tributaries (Figure 2). Reaches of the 
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lower White River widely meander through floodplain with viable native Fremont’s cottonwood 

(Populus fremontii) galleries which provides wood recruitment into the river channel that forms 

abundant, large complexes (e.g., submerged trees, wood piles) – a process representing a healthy, 

functioning river system. Another measure of the loss of habitat complexity and availability is channel 

narrowing. Channel width of the lower White River has decreased by 17%, on average (range: 8%-28%; 

1936-2016, unpublished data from the authors) across our study area compared to reductions of 81% in 

the Price River (1938-2016; unpublished data from the authors; Laub et al. 2020) and 83% in the San 

Rafael River (1938-2009; Fortney 2015).  

Natural flows play a critical role in the regeneration of cottonwoods (as demonstrated by 

multiple cohorts and older, large individuals) which in turn are critical in the formation and maintenance 

of complex instream habitats (Figure 3). It is perhaps unsurprising then, that due largely to the relatively 

unaltered flows and complex habitat that remains, many native fishes, which have been extirpated or 

struggle elsewhere or persist at very low levels, still thrive in the White River (Figure 4; Anderson et al. 

2019). As such, the White River is considered one of the few remaining functioning riverine ecosystems 

in the entire Colorado River basin.  

 

 

 

FIGURE 2: DENSITY (NUMBER PER RIVER KILOMETER) OF LARGE WOODY DEBRIS (I.E., WOOD PILES, SUBMERGED 

TREES, FALLEN TREES) ESTIMATED FROM AERIAL IMAGERY ALONG REACHES OF FOUR TRIBUTARIES TO THE GREEN 

RIVER, UTAH. REACHES ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN FIGURE 1. 
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FIGURE 3: PHOTOS FROM THE WHITE (A-C), PRICE (D), SAN RAFAEL (E), AND DUCHESNE (F) RIVERS. RELATIVELY 

UNALTERED FLOWS IN THE WHITE RIVER ARE CRITICAL TO MAINTENANCE AND FORMATION OF COMPLEX HABITAT 

IN THE RIVER AND RIPARIAN AREA. CONVERSELY, WATER ABSTRACTION IN THE PRICE, SAN RAFAEL AND DUCHESNE 

HAVE SEVERELY ALTERED HABITATS, SOMETIMES LEADING TO COMPLETE CHANNEL DRYING (E). 
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FIGURE 4: LEFT) AVERAGE FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF BLUEHEAD SUCKER (BH), FLANNELMOUTH SUCKER 

(FM), AND ROUNDTAIL CHUB (RT) FROM SAMPLING IN THE PRICE (2018 & 2020), LOWER SAN RAFAEL (2008-
2010 & 2020), AND WHITE (2008-2018) RIVERS. FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE WAS CALCULATED FOR EACH 

YEAR OF SAMPLING AND AVERAGED OVER TIME. RIGHT) AVERAGE RICHNESS OF BLUEHEAD SUCKER, 
FLANNELMOUTH SUCKER, AND ROUNDTAIL CHUB WAS CALCULATED ON A YEARLY BASIS. BLUEHEAD SUCKER AND 

FLANNELMOUTH SUCKER ARE CONSISTENTLY PRESENT IN SAMPLES FROM THE PRICE (NO ERROR BAR). ERROR BARS 

REPRESENT ONE SE. YOUNG-OF-THE-YEAR NATIVE FISHES, OF ANY BIOLOGICALLY MEANINGFUL DENSITY, ARE 

CAPTURED ONLY IN THE WHITE RIVER. 

 Given the importance of the natural flow regime in creating and maintaining complex instream 

habitat and floodplain connectivity for native species (aquatic and terrestrial) viability and persistence, 

additional depletions from rivers such as the White River have the potential for significant compounding 

effects on the remaining native fishes, such as what has occurred in the Duchesne River (Anderson et al. 

2019). If the White River were to be depleted to the extent experienced by the other three major 

tributaries of the Green River, then there would be no major tributary with complex habitat and a 

natural flow regime that provide refuge and spawning habitats for native fishes.  

The primary focus of this conservation and restoration plan is on sustaining the natural 

functioning riverine ecosystem (riverscape) of the lower White River so it can continue to retain a 

relatively natural flow regime and provide complex habitat required for recruitment of all life-stages of 

native fishes and intact riparian plant and animal communities. 

We use the term ‘riverscape’ throughout this report in order to maintain a focus on both 

channel and floodplain habitats, which are both targets of restoration and conservation. Riverscapes 

occur within valley bottoms, which are defined as the area comprised by the active channel and 

contemporary floodplain (Wheaton et al., 2015). A valley bottom is the relatively flat surface that is 

subject to reworking and influence by current fluvial processes. It therefore represents the maximum 

area that can be influenced by any riverscape restoration or conservation project (Wheaton et al., 2019). 
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LOWER WHITE RIVER AND WATERSHED 

The lower White River watershed is located in northeast Utah and northwest Colorado (Figure 

5). The White River headwaters are in the Flattop Mountains in western Colorado at an elevation of 

approximately 3600 m, and the river meets the Green River about 3 km downstream of the Duchesne 

and Green river confluence near Ouray, Utah. The entire lower White River watershed is 7,064 km2 and 

the focal project area encompasses ~95 km of river channel and ~1030 hectares of riparian zone from 

the UT-45 bridge near Bonanza, Utah to just upstream of the border of the Ute Nation. 

GEOLOGY 
The geology of the lower White River watershed is described in much detail by O’Brien et al. 

(2018). Briefly here, the upper portions of the lower White River watershed in Colorado is underlain by 

Cretaceous and older rocks uplifted against basin-fill stratigraphy of mostly Tertiary and younger age 

(O’Brien et al. 2018). In Utah, and in the focal project area, the White River flows through and intersects 

the Eocene Uinta Formation. These fine-grained formations are underlain downstream of the Utah-

Colorado Border by the Parachute Creek Member of the Eocene Green River formation. The Green River 

Formation is a source of oil shale deposits, crude oil, and natural gas reserves (Dean and Anders 1991). 

This is the bedrock exposed at river level and forms the overlying cliffs, badlands, hillslopes, and 

adjacent landscapes viewed from the river though much of the project area (O’Brien et al. 2018). 

LAND OWNERSHIP AND LAND USE 
Land ownership is primarily Bureau of Land Management (BLM), state trust lands, and private 

(Figure 5). Most of the focal project area is located on BLM land. Extractive industry, primarily oil and 

gas development, is one of the major land uses in the watershed. Agriculture, including both irrigated 

agriculture and livestock grazing also occur within the watershed, particularly along the river, but 

livestock grazing is the primary form of agriculture in the project area. Off-road vehicle recreation is also 

popular in many areas, along with increasing levels of recreationist floating the river in kayaks and small 

inflatable rafts. 
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or

 

FIGURE 5: MAP SHOWING LAND MANAGEMENT IN THE LOWER WHITE RIVER WATERSHED (USGS HUC 8). THE 

PROJECT AREA (DASHED RECTANGULAR AREA) OCCURS TOWARDS THE BOTTOM OF THE WATERSHED, ENDING JUST 

UPSTREAM OF THE UTE NATION BOUNDARY SHOWN IN GREEN. 

HYDROLOGY 
The primary source of hydrologic information on the lower White River is the U.S. Geological 

Survey Gage (09306500) located at the Utah State Highway 45 bridge approximately 7 miles north of 

Watson, Utah. The gage operated from April 1904 to October 1906 (no winter records), May to 

November 1918, and April 1923 to September 1979. The gage was deactivated in 1979 and relocated 

near the Colorado State Line in anticipation of a proposed water storage project. The gage was 

reactivated at its previous location in October 1985 after the proposed project was abandoned (Schmidt 

and Orchard 2002). 

Like most rivers in the Colorado River basin, the hydrology of the White River is largely 

influenced by snow melt runoff in the spring. High spring flows caused by runoff from snowmelt are 

followed by low, relatively stable, base flows between August and February (Figure 1). Regional drought 

conditions have occurred across the Colorado River basin, and even though the White River still has a 

dynamic flow regime, peak flows during the period of 1967-2020 are approximately 67% of what peak 
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flows were in early 20th century due to regional drought (Figure 6). These reductions in flow occurred in 

the late 1960s before the construction of Taylor Draw Dam, and are likely climate-driven (Schmidt and 

Orchard 2002; Figure 6). 

 

FIGURE 6: ANNUAL PEAK DISCHARGE IN THE WHITE RIVER MEASURED AT THE USGS GAGE NEAR WATSON, UT 

(GAGE 09306500) FROM 1923-1979 AND 1986-2020. CHANGE POINT ANALYSIS IDENTIFIED A SHIFT IN THE 

MEAN PEAK FLOW BETWEEN THE TIME PERIODS 1923-1966 (BLACK LINE) AND 1967-2020 (GOLD LINE). THE 

MEAN PEAK FLOWS DURING THE LATTER PERIOD IS APPROXIMATELY 67% OF THOSE DURING 1923-1966. 
ALTHOUGH PEAK FLOWS HAVE DECLINED, INTERANNUAL VARIATION (COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION, CV) IN PEAK 

FLOWS IS SIMILAR BETWEEN TIME PERIODS. 

SEDIMENT REGIME 
Limited research about sediment transport has been completed on the White River. Due to oil 

shale exploration in the region, the U.S. Geological Survey established baseline discharge and water 

quality data between 1974 and 1980 (Lindskov and Kimball 1984). This included daily measurements of 

suspended sediment transport at the Watson Gage for most of the water year in 1975. Orchard and 

Schmidt (2002) used these data to determine effective discharge. The majority of the sediment 

transported by the White River is carried by two ranges of discharges, very low discharges of 400-600 cfs 

and moderate discharges of 1,700-2,900 cfs (Schmidt and Orchard 2002). The lower range was 

estimated to carry 8% of the total sediment transported, while the higher range carries 45% of the total 

sediment load. The discharge at which the channel form is maintained occurs between the 1,700-2,900 

cfs range. Using sediment transport records from 1988 to 1990, it was determined that sediment 

transport is higher on the rising limb of the annual flood than on the receding limb (Tobin 1993). Thus, 

Schmidt and Orchard (2002) concluded the White River is supply-limited and could transport more 

sediment than it does, but additional supplies are not available. The river bed near the Watson Gage 

undergoes an annual cycle of scour and fill with an active layer of sediment approximately 1 m deep. 
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Discharges greater than bankfull are required to move gravel deposits greater than 40 mm (Schmidt and 

Orchard 2002). 

ANTHROPOGENIC IMPACTS 
The White River is dammed by Taylor Draw Dam (Kenney Reservoir), located above Rangely, 

Colorado, 168 km (104.5 river miles) upstream from the confluence with the Green River. The dam 

creates a barrier to fish movement and restricts access to approximately 76 km of designated critical 

habitat for Colorado Pikeminnow (Anderson et al. 2019). Taylor Draw Dam is operated under guidelines 

of a Federal Energy Regulatory Commission permit requiring “run of the river” management, meaning 

that under the guidelines, water leaving the reservoir must equal the amount of water entering the 

reservoir, with minor alterations allowed for hydroelectric power generation (Haines et al. 2004). 

Impacts to the riparian environment and stream ecology of the lower White River include water quality 

changes from application and subsequent runoff of fertilizers and sewage (Lentsch et al. 2000). 

Additionally, the White River in Colorado is impacted by floodplain development, soil compaction and 

channel course stabilization (prevention of channel adjustment), stream diversion for irrigation and out-

of-channel mining, and industrial and urbanization operations (Boyle et al. 1984; Aho 2015). 

Other impacts within the watershed include oil and gas development, grazing, off-road 

recreational vehicle use, and non-native species introductions. The effects of these impacts, particularly 

oil and gas development, are seen throughout the watershed and are captured in the BLM’s assessment 

of aquatic intactness, completed as part of the Rapid Ecoregional Assessment (REA) for the Colorado 

Plateau and the state of Utah in 2015. Intactness measures the relative degree of land use intensity, 

such that areas of low intactness are heavily impacted and areas of high intactness are relatively free 

from development. According to the BLM REA, 30% of the sub-watersheds within the lower White River 

watershed are graded low to very low in terms of aquatic intactness and none are graded high (Figure 

7). Several land use impacts have led to low and very low rankings, primarily oil and gas development, 

but also riparian invasive plants and roads. For instance, the Natural Buttes natural gas field has over 

400 wells across a continuous area of approximately 1000 km2, and the infrastructure reaches the river 

at many access points (O’Brien et al. 2018). The riparian area has been invaded by non-native plant 

species such as Russian olive (Elaeagnus angustifolia) and tamarisk (Tamarix spp.), and the lower White 

River fish assemblage now contains at least 16 non-native fish species (M. Breen, UDWR, unpublished 

data). 

Overall, the Lower White River watershed has experienced a high degree of anthropogenic 

disturbance, and this has impacted the river channel and riparian zone. Despite these impacts, the 

native instream and riparian biological assemblage remains largely present because of a relatively 

natural flow regime and lower levels of water abstraction relative to other tributaries to the Green River 

(e.g., Duchesne, Price, and San Rafael rivers). 
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FIGURE 7: BLM RAPID ECOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT (REA) AQUATIC INTACTNESS RANKINGS FROM 2015 FOR 

SUBWATERSHEDS (USGS HUC6) WITHIN THE LOWER WHITE RIVER WATERSHED. THE PROJECT AREA IS 

HIGHLIGHTED BY A DASHED RECTANGLE.  

WATER QUALITY 
The latest Utah Division of Water Quality assessment of the lower White River suggests water 

quality supports all assessed uses, which include infrequent primary contact recreation, warm water 

fishery/aquatic life, and agricultural uses (2018/2020; https://surface-water-quality.ugrc.utah.gov). 

Surface waters in the Lower White River watershed are naturally impacted by high salinity (Melancon et 

al. 1980). Salt loading increases from upstream to downstream in the lower White River watershed and 

changes from calcium bicarbonate to calcium sulfate bicarbonate (Boyle et al. 1984). Water quality in 

the White River is considered generally good for its current use (Boyle et al. 1984). It is unclear if 

extractive industries have exacerbated natural levels of high salinity or changed groundwater-surface 

water connections. The lower portion of the focal project area (Reach 4) is impacted by sulfide springs 

that become more prominent, and potentially more impactful, during low flows.  

HYDROLOGIC CHANGE 
The White River is dammed by Taylor Draw Dam near Rangely, CO. Taylor Draw Dam can store 

14,000-acre feet of water, too small for significant flow regulation. Thus, the dam is operated as a run-

https://surface-water-quality.ugrc.utah.gov/
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of-river structure where inflows roughly equal outflows. Water is abstracted from the White River for 

irrigation, mostly in Colorado. Still the White River has a relatively natural flow regime (i.e., timing, 

magnitude, duration, frequency; Poff et al. 1997). Mean spring discharge (March-June) in the White 

River has declined by 15% between the early 20th century (1929-1949) and the late 20th century-early 

21st century (2000-2020; Figure 1). Currently, plans for further development of White River flows are 

moving forward (i.e., White River Storage Project; https://rioblancowatercd.colorado.gov/white-river-

storage-project). This project would result in the development of an off-channel reservoir on Wolf Creek 

between Meeker and Rangley, Colorado capable of storing a minimum of 20,000-acre feet and 

potentially up to 1.2 million-acre feet of water, an increase of 43% to 8,471% of the capacity of Taylor 

Draw Dam and Kenny Reservoir. The new impoundment would not be built on the White River, but 

would pump and maintain all its water from the White River. However, the broader project plan also 

considers a second mainstem dam on the White River. 

GEOMORPHIC CHANGE 
At the time of Schmidt and Orchard’s study, the floodplain was colonized by immature tamarisk 

and willow, while mature tamarisk typically occupied the Low Terrace (Figure 8; Schmidt and Orchard 

2002). Now, Russian olive has also established on the Low Terrace and in the floodplain, often times 

very close to the river bank (Figure 8). Younger cottonwoods are also intermixed with Russian olive and 

tamarisk, but in the floodplain, they are often further away from the river channel and behind dense 

stands of Russian olive. Where the active river channel makes direct contact with the Cottonwood 

Terrace (i.e., biological linkage area) typically on outside bends, large cottonwood trees fall into the river 

channel via erosion and beaver activity, providing important instream habitat complexity. 

https://rioblancowatercd.colorado.gov/white-river-storage-project
https://rioblancowatercd.colorado.gov/white-river-storage-project
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FIGURE 8: CONCEPTUAL DIAGRAM OF A TYPICAL CROSS-SECTION ON THE LOWER WHITE RIVER AND THE DISCHARGE 

NEEDED TO INUNDATE THE FLOODPLAIN AND LOW TERRACE (ADAPTED FROM SCHMIDT AND ORCHARD 2002). 

 

Relative to other tributaries of the Green River, the lower White River has maintained a 

relatively wide and dynamic channel (Figure 9). Channel width of the White River has decreased by 17%, 

on average (range: 8%-28%; 1936-2016, unpublished data from the authors) across our study area 

compared to reductions of 81% in the Price River (1938-2016; unpublished data from the authors; Laub 

et al. 2020) and 83% in the San Rafael River (1938-2009; Fortney 2015). A zoomed in look at 

representative portions of these reaches is available in Appendix B. 
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FIGURE 9: THE BANKFULL CHANNEL OF THE LOWER WHITE RIVER IN 1936 AND 2016 ACROSS THE PROJECT AREA 

IN FOUR MAJOR REACHES. REACH 1 BEGINS JUST DOWNSTREAM OF THE UT-45 BRIDGE NEAR BONANZA, UT AND 

REACH 4 ENDS AT THE BLM ENRON TAKE-OUT JUST UPSTREAM OF THE UTE NATION BOUNDARY.  

 

VEGETATION CHANGE 
The lower White River has maintained relatively high densities of native Fremont’s cottonwood 

(Populus fremontii). The lower White riverscape has become increasingly invaded by Russian olive 

(Elaeagnus angustifolia) and tamarisk (Tamarix spp.). Russian olive and tamarisk make up 11% and 13% 

of the area of the valley bottom, while cottonwood makes up 10% (Urbancyzk et al. 2020). Generally, a 

gradient of declining vegetation density exists from Bonanza, UT to the BLM Enron boat ramp just 

upstream of the Ute Nation boundary (Figure 10). Over 50% of both cottonwood and Russian olive 

across the project area occurs in the upper most reach (reach 1) of the project area, and just over 1% 

occurs in the lower most reach (reach 4; Figure 10). 
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FIGURE 10: TOP) FOUR MAJOR REACHES OF THE LOWER WHITE RIVER CONSIDERED IN THIS CONSERVATION, 
RESTORATION, AND MONITORING PLAN. BOTTOM) DENSITY OF DOMINANT RIPARIAN VEGETATION WITHIN THE 
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VALLEY BOTTOM ACROSS FOUR REACHES OF THE LOWER WHITE RIVER BASED ON HIGH RESOLUTION VEGETATION 

MAPPING (URBANCYZK ET AL. 2020). REACH 1 BEGINS JUST DOWNSTREAM OF THE UT-45 BRIDGE NEAR 

BONANZA AND REACH 4 ENDS AT THE BLM ENRON TAKE-OUT JUST UPSTREAM OF THE UTE NATION BOUNDARY. 

BEAVER 
Beaver are present and active in the lower White riverscape and are contributing to recruitment 

of large wood into the active river channel. It is unclear what the population size of beaver is in the 

lower White riverscape, and if the population is limited by food availability (willows and cottonwoods). 

Maintaining or even enhancing beaver populations, if enough resources are available, would likely 

benefit native fish by creating or enhancing biological linkages between the riparian zone and the river 

channel that create complex instream habitat (i.e., trees falling in the river; Bisson et al. 1992). Although 

likely not a preferred food-source, there is evidence of beavers felling Russian olive that also fall into the 

river. 

FISH COMMUNITY CHANGE 
Prior to construction of Taylor Draw Dam, the fish community of the lower White River 

consisted of predominantly native fishes. Colorado Pikeminnow (Ptychocheilus lucius) were documented 

as far upstream as the confluence with Piceance Creek (river kilometer 240). Following construction of 

Taylor Draw Dam, Colorado Pikeminnow were restricted to the lower 170 km of the White River. Kenney 

Reservoir, formed by the closing of Taylor Draw Dam, facilitated propagation of nonnative fishes. The 

most recent data on nonnative fish in the White River suggest Smallmouth Bass (Micropterus dolomieu) 

are increasing with recent drought-induced low flow conditions and increase in abundance towards 

Taylor Draw Dam (Anderson et al. 2019). There is also a size gradient with larger fish being more 

abundant towards Taylor Draw Dam. 

Due to its intact flow regime, the native fish community of the lower White River is largely 

intact. The lower White River is occupied by native desert fishes including federally endangered 

Colorado Pikeminnow (Ptychocheilus lucius), federally endangered Razorback Sucker (Xyrauchen 

texanus), Speckled Dace (Rhinichthys osculus), Bluehead Sucker (Catostomus discobolus), Flannelmouth 

Sucker (C. latipinnis), and Roundtail Chub (Gila robusta). The latter three taxa are collectively referred to 

as the “three species” and are managed under a multi-agency conservation and management plan with 

a goal of conserving remnant populations and associated habitats (UDWR 2006). Fisheries investigations 

by the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources (UDWR) have determined the lower White River is an 

important stronghold for the “three species” (Figure 11). More specifically, higher catch rates are 

observed for all “three species” in the lower White River compared to any other drainages in 

northeastern Utah and much of the state (Breen and Hedrick 2010), and all size classes of fishes are 

consistently captured, indicating successful recruitment. In contrast, recruitment is rarely documented 

in the other tributaries. Moreover, the lower White River is spawning habitat for the two endangered 

fishes (Webber et al. 2013; Anderson et al. 2019), and densities of Colorado Pikeminnow in the lower 

White River are equal to combined densities across the rest of the Green River watershed (Bestgen et al. 

2018; Anderson et al. 2019).  
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FIGURE 11: A TUBERCULATED MALE ROUNDTAIL CHUB IN SPAWNING COLORS (TOP PANEL) AND AN ENDANGERED 

COLORADO PIKEMINNOW (BOTTOM PANEL) CAPTURED IN THE LOWER WHITE RIVER IN EARLY JUNE 2021 BY 

UDWR FISH MONITORING CREWS. BOTTOM PANEL). PICTURED ARE UDWR BIOLOGISTS JORDAN DETLOR 

(HOLDING PIKEMINNOW) AND MICHAEL PARTLOW ADMIRING THE WONDEROUS “WHITE SALMON”.  

EXISTING RESTORATION EFFORTS 
Tamarisk and Russian olive removal efforts (Bureau of Land Management, Vernal Field Office) 

have been ongoing since 2014, and have largely focused on reducing fire risk underneath mature 

cottonwood stands (Jimenez 2019). Starting in 2020, yearly revegetation with native plants from 

nurserys has occurred in treatment areas, and native seeds dispersed.   
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The tamarisk leaf beetle has been active in the area since around 2010, and many tamarisk trees 

are partially or mostly defoliated. 

FUTURE THREATS 
• Continued flow reductions from climate change 

• Continued development and storage of White River flows 

• Further expansion of Russian olive and other nonnative plant species 

• Further expansion of Smallmouth Bass and other nonnative fish species 

• Continued encroachment of riparian vegetation on the active river channel that leads to 

localized channel narrowing, particularly following back-to-back low flow years 

SUMMARY AND PROSPECTS FOR CONSERVATION 
The lower White River is an ideal location for conservation and restoration, because it currently 

supports robust populations of native fishes and native vegetation and has abundant complex instream 

habitat; however, it has been degraded by altered riparian vegetation communities, and faces future 

threats from continued water development, further expansion of nonnative species, and climate change 

induced reductions in flow. 

 

GUIDING VISION AND GOALS 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 The White River is the only remaining major tributary to the Green River with a natural flow 

regime and complex habitat. Successful conservation of the White River ecosystem will hinge on 

maintaining the flow regime in its natural, dynamic state, and preventing further consumptive uses. By 

conserving the natural flow regime (magnitude, timing, duration, frequency), habitat forming processes 

within the constraints of climate change will be maintained that have not been maintained in other 

tributary rivers in the upper Colorado River basin. Any increase in consumptive use of the White River 

will result in incremental declines in ecological integrity of instream and riparian habitat conditions 

through loss of instream habitat (total flows) and encroachment of non-native riparian habitat on the 

active channel that will narrow the channel, prevent channel migration, and ultimately will contribute to 

further habitat loss for native species. 

GUIDING VISION 

The purpose of a guiding vision is to provide a conceptual desired target for the conservation 

and restoration plan. The vision should be achievable over the long-term scope of the conservation 

and restoration project, and thus irreversible constraints (e.g., land development, water 

development) should be acknowledged in articulating the vision (Palmer et al. 2005). 

Our guiding vison for the lower White River Conservation and Restoration Project is: 
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The lower White River is a dynamic riverscape with a natural flow regime and is 

functioning to provide necessary and sufficient complex habitat to ensure 

persistence of native fish, native riparian vegetation, riparian dependent animal 

species, and ~~basic ecological functions. 

 

GOALS 
Primary goals of the project are to conserve and improve the channel and riparian habitat condition 

and to conserve the natural flow regime to maintain populations of native fishes and native riparian 

species. The goals for the lower White River conservation and restoration plan are similar to the San 

Rafael and Price river restoration plans, but reflect the currently higher quality ecological and 

geomorphic conditions of the lower White River. Goals include: 

1. Conserve the natural flow regime to prevent further unnatural dewatering and maintain 

habitat-forming processes 

2. Conserve necessary and sufficient habitat to allow for thriving native fish, vegetation 

communities, and riparian dependent animal species.  

3. Conserve natural habitat-forming processes, such as lateral channel movement, beaver 

activity, and inputs of large wood 

4. Restore channel width to areas of the riverscape which have experienced narrowing from 

unnatural vegetation encroachment 

5. Restore riparian vegetation communities to a more natural and less invaded state 

6. Conduct sufficient monitoring of conservation and restoration actions to quantitatively 

assess whether these actions are accomplishing the objectives and determine the causes of 

success or failure 

 

OBJECTIVES 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 Here, we set specific, measurable benchmarks that can be used to assess whether 

conservation/restoration actions have been successful in maintaining and improving fish and riparian 

habitat.  By meeting the benchmarks below for riparian health, we predict this will also benefit animal 

and plant species that depend on healthy river and riparian corridors. For each objective, we explain our 

rationale for focusing on these features. 

OBJECTIVE 1: REDUCE FURTHER CHANNEL NARROWING IN REACHES 1 AND 2 BY 
MAINTAINING OR INCREASING CURRENT CHANNEL WIDTH BASED ON 2016 DATA. 

Rationale: Relative to other tributaries of the Green River (e.g., San Rafael and Price), the channel width 

of the White River has been maintained due largely to its natural flow regime, particularly maintenance 
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of spring floods (Figure 9). On average, channel width has been reduced by 17% on the lower White 

River compared to 81% and 83% on the Price and San Rafael rivers, respectively (Fortney 2015). 

Declining flows from decreased snowmelt runoff will likely cause further channel narrowing beyond our 

control. However, reducing encroachment by riparian vegetation (native and nonnative) on the active 

channel will prevent river banks from further narrowing and will help maintain natural channel 

movement (e.g., Manners et al. 2014; Scott et al. 2018). Between 1936 and 2016, channel width has 

declined by 15% in the Reach 1 and 28% in Reach 2. Reaches 3 and 4 are naturally more confined (i.e., 

have a narrower valley bottom, less floodplain; Figure 12), and the river has a naturally steeper gradient 

in these reaches. Consequently, the river channel has less space to move laterally, and has remained 

relatively in the same place as in 1936. Further reductions in watershed runoff in the Colorado River 

Basin are predicted (Overpeck & Udall 2020; Milly & Dunne 2020); although declines in river flows will 

lead to channel narrowing, this process will likely be exacerbated by vegetation encroachment. 

 

FIGURE 12: RELATIVE WIDTH OF THE VALLEY BOTTOM OF THE LOWER WHITE RIVER. REACH 1 BEGINS JUST 

DOWNSTREAM OF THE UT-45 BRIDGE NEAR BONANZA, UT AND REACH 4 ENDS AT THE BLM ENRON TAKE-OUT 

JUST UPSTREAM OF THE UTE NATION BOUNDARY. 
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OBJECTIVE 2: PROMOTE CONTINUED RECRUITMENT OF LARGE WOOD INTO THE 
ACTIVE CHANNEL BY MAINTAING OR INCREASING THE NUMBER BIOLOGICAL 
LINKAGE AREAS AT 30 AREAS. 
Rationale: Current biological linkage areas (sensu Bisson et al. 1992), where the channel and riparian 

area interact, exist throughout the riverscape. Approximately 32 areas were identified from aerial 

imagery using Google Earth. Specifically, outside bends where the river is coming in contact with high 

terraces where native cottonwoods, and in some cases nonnative Russian olive, are providing important 

large wood inputs. These features are serving a critical role in large wood recruitment into the active 

channel aided by erosion of these high banks and by beaver activity. Maintaining a natural flow regime 

will also help meet this objective by maintaining a dynamic channel. 

OBJECTIVE 3: PROMOTE COTTONWOOD RECRUITMENT RIVER-WIDE AND 
MAINTAIN OR INCREASE COTTONWOOD COVERAGE AT >=10% WITHIN THE 
PROJECT AREA BY REDUCING COMPETITION WITH NONNATIVE VEGETATION 
~~AND REDUCING OTHER ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS OF NON-NATIVE VEGETATION  
Rationale: Cottonwood make up 10% of the valley bottom area, while Russian olive and tamarisk make 

up 11% and 13%, respectively (Urbancyzk et al. 2020). Cottonwoods of all ages are typically farther from 

the river bank than nonnative Russian olive and tamarisk. Many of the high terraces along the riverscape 

have large stands of older-generation cottonwoods. Prior restoration efforts have implemented two 

habitat treatment types. One focused on cottonwood gallery restoration by removing invasive trees 

under and near cottonwoods, thus allowing for cottonwood recruitment and galleries with multiple age 

classes of trees present; the other treatment type focused on monocultures of invasive trees, opening 

up areas for recolonization by native plants. In monoculture locations tamarisk were cut and piled, while 

Russian olive were frill cut. Frill cutting reduced the re-sprout response and maintains vertical habitat 

structure while reducing effects of shading and potential competition for nutrients and water from 

invasive vegetation. Slash piles from the treatments were staggered along the floodplain, in hopes that, 

at increasing river flows they would be swept into the river, mimicking the natural addition of large 

woody debris into the system. By staging the piles at multiple gage heights this allowed for slow input of 

wood into the river and reduced the chance of rafter conflict from the addition of woody debris all at 

once. Younger trees will likely have the highest chance of establishing nearer the active channel where 

Russian olive are in high densities. Maintaining older-generation cottonwoods by removing Russian olive 

as done previously along with targeted removal of Russian olive near younger trees will likely provide 

the best chance for sustained recruitment if the flow regime is kept intact. Reduction of nonnative 

vegetation in close proximity to younger cottonwoods represents a strategy of preventing nonnative 

vegetation from shading out young cottonwoods and reducing competition for water. Removal of these 

trees will also contribute to objective 1 -- reduce further channel narrowing in Reaches 1 and 2. 

OBJECTIVE 4: REGAIN CHANNEL WIDTH WHERE POSSIBLE GIVEN TOTAL ANNUAL 
FLOWS BY REDUCING ADDED VEGETATION-INDUCED NARROWING  
Rationale: As demonstrated in other river systems in the Colorado River basin (e.g., Manners et al. 2014; 

Scott et al. 2018), encroachment of vegetation on the active channel causes dramatic reduction in 

channel width, simplifying instream habitat and forcing the river into a new stable state (Manners et al. 

2014). Although the lower White River channel is fairly dynamic, in some places Russian olive have 
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colonized depositional areas nearest the active channel, narrowing the channel and preventing channel 

migration. These trees are now large and mature and will likely remain in place even in years with large 

spring floods. These areas represent localized opportunities to restore some of the White River channel 

to its natural, dynamic state, while also reducing potential competition on recruiting age-classes of 

native vegetation. 

Maintaining or enhancing all of these processes along with conservation of a natural flow regime 

will help maintain the ecological integrity of the lower White riverscape within the project area, but 

would also benefit areas of the White River outside the project area (e.g., Colorado) if undertaken. 

Ultimately, efforts to conserve the riverscape will be most successful if conservation and restoration 

actions take place across the entire White River watershed. 

REACH PRIORITIZATION AND RECOMMENDED ACTIONS 

 

INTRODUCTION 

A key aspect of conducting a conservation/restoration project is to prioritize sites where 

conservation/restoration actions will have the greatest benefit (Wohl et al. 2005). In prioritizing sites, it 

is important to identify areas with intact habitat that do not need to be restored but can instead be set 

aside as areas to be protected from further degradation (Beechie et al. 2008). In this way, prioritization 

helps ensure that initial funding is used in the most efficient way possible. Lower-priority areas can be 

targeted in the future using the techniques found to be most effective. As restoration progresses, if 

conditions are improved in high-priority areas, the potential benefit for restoring the initially lower-

priority areas should increase. 

As mentioned previously, a unique aspect of the lower White River relative to other tributaries 

in the upper Colorado River basin is its relatively natural flow regime. This factor provides opportunities 

to identify potentially important features along the riverscape that should help maintain the natural, 

dynamic state of the river within the confines of climate change-driven reductions in flow. These 

features can then be ranked based on their current vegetation density and composition to prioritize 

management actions. 

RIVER REACHES 

The first part of the prioritization was to identify river reaches to apply a prioritization scheme. 

We identified reaches using expert opinion and multiple field validation trips. We used riverscape 

characteristics to identify reaches based on geomorphic breaks (primarily changes in valley width), 

geologic transitions, measures of instream habitat complexity (e.g., instream large wood density), and a 

strong gradient in riparian vegetation density. Based on these criteria, we identified four major reaches. 

PRIORITIZATION SCHEME 
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Our prioritization scheme is focused on distinct larger-scale geomorphic and biological features 

that we hypothesize are key to maintaining complex, dynamic habitat within and along the lower White 

River rather than focusing management actions within more generic river reaches (e.g., 300 m reaches 

of river; Laub et al. 2013; Laub et al. 2020). 

 

FIGURE 13: RIPARIAN VEGETATION DENSITY THROUGHOUT THE VALLEY BOTTOM OF THE LOWER WHITE RIVER 

ACROSS THE PROJECT AREA IN FOUR MAJOR REACHES. REACH 1 BEGINS JUST DOWNSTREAM OF THE UT-45 BRIDGE 

NEAR BONANZA, UT, AND REACH 4 ENDS AT THE BLM ENRON TAKE-OUT JUST UPSTREAM OF THE UTE NATION 

BOUNDARY. 

 

Density of all riparian vegetation (native and non-native) declines strongly from the upper 

reaches to the lower reaches (Figure 13). Because cottonwood density follows the same trend as overall 

riparian vegetation (Figure 10), and because conserving cottonwoods is a goal of the plan, we ranked 

major reaches based on their total density of cottonwood. As measures of habitat complexity, we also 

counted the number of bars, biological linkage areas (areas where the riparian and channel are linked by 

falling trees), and physical linkage areas (areas where coarse substrate from major washes or rock falls 

are contacting or likely to contact the river). We ranked the major reaches by each of these features and 

totaled the ranks across features to obtain an overall priority score (Table 2). The vegetation gradient 
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along with habitat complexity metrics indicated that reaches 1 and 2 are higher priority reaches with 

reaches 3 and 4 being lower priority (Figure 14). Reach 4 is the lowest priority reach based on a 

relatively low riparian vegetation density and low habitat complexity. 

TABLE 1: DATA METRICS USED TO PRIORITIZE MAJOR REACHES. RANKS FOR EACH METRIC ARE IN PARENTHESES. 
REACHES WITH LOWER SCORES ARE HIGHER PRIORITY BECAUSE THEY HAVE HIGHER NATIVE VEGETATION DENSITY 

AND MORE HABITAT COMPLEXITY. 

Major 
reach 

Cottonwood 
density 

Number 
of bars 

Number of 
biological linkages 

Number of 
physical linkages 

Total 
score 

1 0.18 (1) 40 (1) 20 (2) 1 (2) 6 

2 0.15 (2) 35 (2) 25 (1) 4 (1) 6 

3 0.07 (3) 7 (3) 4 (3) 4 (1) 10 

4 0.01 (4) 1 (4) 0 (4) 0 (3) 15 

 

 

FIGURE 14: FLOW DIAGRAM OF HOW WE PRIORITIZED THE FOUR MAJOR REACHES. 

 

Our next step was to prioritize specific biological and geomorphic features within each reach. 

For biological linkage areas, we used total cottonwood density at the reach-scale, cottonwood density 

within 30 m of the bankfull channel and the ratio of cottonwood to Russian olive within 30 m of the 

bankfull channel to rank features within each major reach (Table 3; see Figure 15 for an example flow 
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diagram). For bars, we used total cottonwood density at the reach scale, total riparian vegetation 

density within 30 m of the bankfull channel, cottonwood density within 30 m of the bankfull channel, 

and the ratio of cottonwood to Russian olive within 30 m of the bankfull channel to rank features within 

each major reach (Table 4). With this prioritization scheme, features are ranked along a continuum from 

high conservation priority to high restoration priority. For instance, a biological linkage area with a 

higher density of cottonwood and a higher proportion of cottonwood to Russian olive would be 

considered a high conservation priority, while a linkage area with low cottonwood density and low 

proportion of cottonwood to Russian olive would be considered a high restoration priority. This 

approach will allow managers some flexibility in which objectives to address in a given year with a given 

amount of effort and each year’s predicted spring flood magnitude (see Recommended Actions section 

below). The methodology behind these prioritizations is described in more detail in Appendix A. 

 

 

FIGURE 15: AN EXAMPLE FLOW DIAGRAM OF HOW WE PRIORITIZED FEATURES WITHIN MAJOR REACHES 

FOLLOWING OUR REACH-SCALE PRIORITIZATION TO RANK BIOLOGICAL AND GEOMORPHIC FEATURES BASED ALONG A 

CONTINUUM OF CONSERVATION TO RESTORATION POTENTIAL. IN THIS HYPOTHETICAL PRIORITIZATION SCHEME OF 

MAJOR REACH 1, BIOLOGICAL LINKAGE AREAS WITH HIGHER DENSITY OF COTTONWOOD AND A HIGHER RATIO OF 

COTTONWOOD TO RUSSIAN OLIVE ARE CONSIDERED A HIGHER CONSERVATION PRIORITY, WHILE AREAS WITH 
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LOWER DENSITY OF COTTONWOOD AND A LOWER RATIO OF COTTONWOOD TO RUSSIAN OLIVE ARE CONSIDERED A 

HIGHER RESTORATION PRIORITY. ACTION AREAS ARE THE ACTUAL GEOMORPHIC FEATURES WHERE MANAGEMENT 

ACTIONS WILL TAKE PLACE. 

ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 
The prioritization scheme presented here is based on current conditions, but if conditions 

change, reaches identified should be reassessed and changed as needed. There are planned activities 

upstream of the project area that, if implemented, would require a reassessment of conditions. 
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TABLE 2: IDENTIFIED BIOLOGICAL LINKAGE AREAS SCORED BY DENSITY OF COTTONWOOD COVER MEASURED FROM AERIAL IMAGERY AT THE REACH-SCALE 

(VALLEY BOTTOM, VB), THE DENSITY OF COTTONWOOD, AND THE RATIO OF COTTONWOOD TO RUSSIAN OLIVE WITHIN 30 M OF THE BANKFULL CHANNEL. 
WITHIN MAJOR REACHES 1, 2, AND 3, BIOLOGICAL LINKAGE AREAS ARE IDENTIFIED AS CONSERVATION OR RESTORATION PRIORITIES. AREAS BELOW THE 

MEDIAN RANK FOR THE ENTIRE PROJECT AREA ARE CONSIDERED RESTORATION PRIORITIES (MORE YELLOW). RANKS WERE CALCULATED GIVING A 50% WEIGHT 

TO REACH COTTONWOOD DENSITY, 35% WEIGHT TO FEATURE COTTONWOOD DENSITY, AND 15% WEIGHT TO THE RATIO OF COTTONWOOD TO RUSSIAN OLIVE. 
X AND Y COORDINATES ARE UTMS (ZONE 12N). 

Site ID X Coordinate Y Coordinate 
Major 
reach 

Reach 
cottonwood 
density (VB) 

Feature 
cottonwood 

density 
(30m) 

Cottonwood: 
Russian olive (30m) Score Rank Priority 

0 655568.55 4425974.35 1 0.18 0.38 4.98 3.65 3 Conservation 

11 652909.85 4423685.85 1 0.18 0.34 2.38 5.5 5 Conservation 

48 653927.69 4424131.40 1 0.18 0.40 1.76 5.55 6 Conservation 

1 655429.51 4425188.38 1 0.18 0.44 0.91 6.45 8 Conservation 

2 655342.51 4424874.12 1 0.18 0.32 1.84 7 9 Conservation 

14 652333.85 4422665.32 1 0.18 0.34 1.28 7.2 10 Conservation 

18 650306.66 4424125.94 1 0.18 0.28 4.59 7.65 11 Conservation 

8 653268.44 4424987.47 1 0.18 0.29 2.25 8.1 12 Conservation 

17 651323.87 4423319.63 1 0.18 0.26 3.79 8.8 15 Conservation 

5 654243.31 4424219.17 1 0.18 0.32 1.07 9.35 17 Conservation 

4 654894.03 4424547.43 1 0.18 0.28 1.54 9.85 18 Conservation 

16 651663.54 4423009.55 1 0.18 0.23 0.83 14.1 26 Restoration 

13 652968.54 4422666.03 1 0.18 0.19 0.56 16.25 32 Restoration 

6 653417.30 4424845.57 1 0.18 0.19 0.72 16.35 33 Restoration 

3 655030.34 4424750.56 1 0.18 0.18 1.00 16.65 34 Restoration 

10 652650.38 4423742.31 1 0.18 0.19 0.37 16.75 35 Restoration 

15 652166.62 4422807.91 1 0.18 0.11 0.56 21.35 43 Restoration 

7 653430.00 4424695.41 1 0.18 0.08 0.14 23.1 45 Restoration 

9 652582.23 4424044.39 1 0.18 0.06 0.13 23.6 46 Restoration 

12 652988.56 4423566.12 1 0.18 0.04 0.14 24.55 48 Restoration 
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24 646973.14 4423148.96 2 0.15 0.49 28.53 1.65 1 Conservation 

34 645639.37 4421205.77 2 0.15 0.42 9.12 3 2 Conservation 

41 642536.48 4421205.38 2 0.15 0.43 3.06 4.3 4 Conservation 

32 645487.09 4420812.83 2 0.15 0.30 6.61 6.3 7 Conservation 

33 645692.15 4421054.57 2 0.15 0.32 1.71 8.45 13 Conservation 

26 646441.22 4422520.10 2 0.15 0.28 4.14 8.65 14 Conservation 

21 648106.40 4424653.36 2 0.15 0.33 1.01 8.95 16 Conservation 

35 645438.77 4421898.68 2 0.15 0.24 1.86 11.55 19 Conservation 

27 645868.08 4421871.39 2 0.15 0.18 999.00 12 20 Conservation 

25 646687.55 4422980.16 2 0.15 0.29 0.66 12.1 21 Conservation 

30 645944.65 4420081.12 2 0.15 0.21 1.74 12.85 22 Conservation 

38 643668.03 4421312.08 2 0.15 0.16 5.99 13.45 24 Conservation 

29 646158.11 4421127.22 2 0.15 0.21 1.11 14.1 26 Restoration 

36 644976.95 4422290.26 2 0.15 0.20 0.90 15.5 27 Restoration 

39 643560.60 4421106.72 2 0.15 0.13 3.49 15.55 28 Restoration 

31 645608.29 4420247.73 2 0.15 0.11 12.11 15.8 29 Restoration 

43 641988.51 4422191.29 2 0.15 0.13 3.22 16.05 30 Restoration 

42 642427.02 4421395.69 2 0.15 0.12 3.82 16.15 31 Restoration 

40 642910.41 4420932.39 2 0.15 0.15 1.14 17.1 36 Restoration 

19 648873.01 4424346.88 2 0.15 0.19 0.32 18.1 37 Restoration 

20 648348.84 4424452.99 2 0.15 0.12 1.21 19.05 39 Restoration 

22 647773.15 4424642.11 2 0.15 0.15 0.61 19.25 40 Restoration 

28 645995.13 4421605.16 2 0.15 0.05 2.63 19.5 41 Restoration 

37 643779.69 4421452.85 2 0.15 0.05 1.79 20.95 42 Restoration 

23 647318.08 4423736.37 2 0.15 0.05 0.14 24.5 47 Restoration 

46 640527.16 4421738.07 3 0.07 0.25 1.09 13 23 Conservation 

45 640776.01 4421753.07 3 0.07 0.25 0.99 13.95 25 Conservation 

44 641077.02 4422374.84 3 0.07 0.09 3.56 18.35 38 Restoration 

47 638574.23 4423068.16 3 0.07 0.13 0.23 21.55 44 Restoration 
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TABLE 3: IDENTIFIED BARS (BANK ATTACHED BARS, POINT BARS) SCORED BY DENSITY OF COTTONWOOD AT THE REACH-SCALE, AND TOTAL RIPARIAN 

VEGETATION DENSITY, DENSITY OF COTTONWOOD, AND THE RATIO OF COTTONWOOD TO RUSSIAN OLIVE WITHIN 30 M OF THE BANKFULL CHANNEL. WITHIN 

MAJOR REACHES 1, 2, 3, AND 4 (ONE BAR) BARS ARE IDENTIFIED AS CONSERVATION OR RESTORATION PRIORITIES. AREAS BELOW THE MEDIAN RANK FOR THE 

ENTIRE PROJECT AREA ARE CONSIDERED RESTORATION PRIORITIES (MORE YELLOW). RANKS WERE CALCULATED GIVING A 50% WEIGHT TO REACH COTTONWOOD 

DENSITY, 25% WEIGHT TO TOTAL RIPARIAN VEGETATION, 15% WEIGHT TO FEATURE COTTONWOOD DENSITY, AND 10% WEIGHT TO THE RATIO OF 

COTTONWOOD TO RUSSIAN OLIVE. X AND Y COORDINATES ARE UTMS (ZONE 12N). 

Site ID X Coordinate Y Coordinate 
Major 
reach 

Reach 
cottonwood 
density (VB) 

Riparian 
cottonwood 

density 
(30m) 

Feature 
cottonwood 

density 
(30m) 

Cottonwood: 
Russian olive 

(30m) Score Rank Priority 

38 650387.40 4424289.56 1 0.18 0.99 0.39 1.59 2.9 1 Conservation 

12BLM 654658.23 4424486.80 1 0.18 0.66 0.22 10.47 5.3 2 Conservation 

26 652673.91 4422626.55 1 0.18 0.78 0.25 1.01 6.3 4 Conservation 

9 655096.18 4424782.84 1 0.18 0.47 0.22 4.14 7.4 6 Conservation 

17 653482.86 4424579.44 1 0.18 0.51 0.13 1.09 9.95 9 Conservation 

8 655180.06 4425029.98 1 0.18 0.39 0.17 3.64 10.45 11 Conservation 

39 650170.99 4424358.99 1 0.18 0.98 0.07 0.44 11.2 12 Conservation 

19BLM 653416.18 4424975.85 1 0.18 0.43 0.08 2.11 11.7 13 Conservation 

35 650469.41 4423970.46 1 0.18 0.51 0.07 1.11 12.75 14 Conservation 

31 651702.51 4423176.66 1 0.18 0.52 0.03 7.00 13.25 16 Conservation 

6 655415.43 4425275.75 1 0.18 0.39 0.08 1.18 13.85 17 Conservation 

3 655583.68 4425659.91 1 0.18 0.35 0.14 1.48 13.85 17 Conservation 

34 650821.43 4423693.55 1 0.18 0.90 0.06 0.17 14.6 20 Conservation 

16 653995.88 4424269.91 1 0.18 0.35 0.09 1.69 15 22 Conservation 

28 652251.64 4422773.62 1 0.18 0.54 0.06 0.36 15.1 23 Conservation 

12Priv 654621.88 4424406.87 1 0.18 0.37 0.05 2.02 16.1 24 Conservation 

5 655426.50 4425563.59 1 0.18 0.24 0.12 5.16 16.6 25 Conservation 

14 654304.53 4424233.66 1 0.18 0.37 0.08 0.95 16.75 26 Conservation 

36 650385.59 4424075.62 1 0.18 0.23 0.09 39.58 17.6 30 Conservation 

15 654099.82 4424092.26 1 0.18 0.32 0.07 1.29 17.95 32 Conservation 
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13 654494.25 4424322.23 1 0.18 0.33 0.08 0.98 19 33 Conservation 

33 651171.28 4423222.94 1 0.18 0.47 0.01 0.31 20.45 37 Conservation 

7 655439.19 4424969.92 1 0.18 0.35 0.05 0.54 20.6 38 Conservation 

32 651337.37 4423249.08 1 0.18 0.40 0.02 0.45 20.85 39 Conservation 

37 650503.51 4424187.36 1 0.18 0.42 0.00 1.00 20.9 40 Conservation 

23 652829.85 4423660.27 1 0.18 0.35 0.03 0.37 22.1 44 Restoration 

40 649979.77 4424722.40 1 0.18 0.34 0.04 0.52 22.4 45 Restoration 

1 655560.63 4426034.31 1 0.18 0.18 0.05 8.88 23.65 48 Restoration 

18 653434.93 4424758.35 1 0.18 0.29 0.03 0.18 25.65 51 Restoration 

10 654942.92 4424613.16 1 0.18 0.17 0.03 2.32 26.45 52 Restoration 

4 655520.87 4425411.63 1 0.18 0.13 0.05 1.75 26.55 53 Restoration 

27 652399.89 4422726.48 1 0.18 0.37 0.00 0.01 27 54 Restoration 

19Priv 653239.83 4424875.55 1 0.18 0.26 0.01 0.28 27.5 55 Restoration 

11 654797.38 4424636.03 1 0.18 0.24 0.00 0.00 27.9 56 Restoration 

24 652878.69 4423443.69 1 0.18 0.12 0.03 1.08 30.55 61 Restoration 

25Priv 653005.54 4423586.25 1 0.18 0.23 0.01 0.05 31.65 62 Restoration 

30 651716.39 4422926.51 1 0.18 0.24 0.00 0.00 32.35 63 Restoration 

21 652567.55 4424108.89 1 0.18 0.23 0.00 0.03 33.15 66 Restoration 

22 652612.52 4423817.73 1 0.18 0.18 0.00 0.02 34.9 69 Restoration 

2 655392.77 4426044.50 1 0.18 0.01 0.00 0.00 36.65 73 Restoration 

20 652600.97 4424896.47 1 0.18 0.15 0.00 0.01 37 75 Restoration 

29 652137.26 4422679.46 1 0.18 0.13 0.00 0.00 37.85 76 Restoration 

25BLM 652929.70 4423558.30 1 0.18 0.02 0.00 0.00 41.1 79 Restoration 

53 646139.72 4421159.03 2 0.15 0.66 0.28 2.09 5.8 3 Conservation 

47 646845.30 4423151.60 2 0.15 0.96 0.29 0.85 6.6 5 Conservation 

44Priv 647497.64 4424133.15 2 0.15 0.71 0.28 0.81 8.25 7 Conservation 

42 648889.81 4424196.55 2 0.15 0.75 0.25 0.55 8.7 8 Conservation 

49 646469.22 4422578.35 2 0.15 0.53 0.12 0.35 12.8 15 Conservation 

55 645990.35 4420177.91 2 0.15 0.42 0.10 0.56 14.55 19 Conservation 

62 644914.25 4422282.95 2 0.15 0.41 0.11 0.54 14.95 21 Conservation 

69 642485.08 4421424.22 2 0.15 0.44 0.05 0.59 17.15 27 Conservation 
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46 646947.25 4423187.77 2 0.15 0.33 0.10 1.09 17.35 28 Conservation 

70 642359.08 4421666.46 2 0.15 0.42 0.03 1.15 17.45 29 Conservation 

72 642117.82 4422197.83 2 0.15 0.56 0.05 0.14 17.85 31 Conservation 

65 642965.06 4420926.69 2 0.15 0.21 0.11 2.21 19.85 35 Conservation 

73 642032.78 4422330.32 2 0.15 0.68 0.01 0.04 20.4 36 Conservation 

51 645896.03 4421936.58 2 0.15 0.18 0.09 14.00 21.35 41 Conservation 

43 648384.20 4424364.13 2 0.15 0.24 0.06 1.48 21.6 42 Restoration 

68 642534.12 4421282.61 2 0.15 0.21 0.08 1.23 21.95 43 Restoration 

58 645645.56 4421145.13 2 0.15 0.25 0.07 0.44 23.25 46 Restoration 

45Priv 647383.85 4423854.42 2 0.15 0.12 0.10 5.78 23.55 47 Restoration 

56 645516.91 4420739.11 2 0.15 0.25 0.04 0.32 25.55 50 Restoration 

41 648923.06 4424375.32 2 0.15 0.13 0.04 10.50 26.45 52 Restoration 

54 646281.27 4421121.97 2 0.15 0.24 0.02 0.24 28.2 57 Restoration 

52 646049.96 4421278.83 2 0.15 0.10 0.02 0.00 28.35 58 Restoration 

48 646668.08 4422656.56 2 0.15 0.20 0.04 0.30 28.95 59 Restoration 

60 645418.93 4421849.16 2 0.15 0.26 0.00 0.05 30.1 60 Restoration 

75 641814.30 4422271.09 2 0.15 0.06 0.00 0.00 31.65 62 Restoration 

66 642832.50 4421212.33 2 0.15 0.18 0.00 1.00 32.4 64 Restoration 

61 644999.73 4422199.07 2 0.15 0.17 0.01 0.18 33.75 67 Restoration 

74 641918.75 4422361.61 2 0.15 0.08 0.01 0.63 34.65 68 Restoration 

71 642065.94 4421919.54 2 0.15 0.19 0.00 0.04 35.05 70 Restoration 

67 642690.18 4421220.42 2 0.15 0.19 0.00 0.00 35.85 71 Restoration 

50 646035.03 4422214.86 2 0.15 0.04 0.00 0.00 36.4 72 Restoration 

59 645752.09 4421450.29 2 0.15 0.08 0.01 0.20 37 75 Restoration 

57 645632.50 4421007.96 2 0.15 0.08 0.01 0.14 38.25 77 Restoration 

63 644287.65 4422222.75 2 0.15 0.10 0.00 0.00 39.6 78 Restoration 

64 643601.82 4421189.72 2 0.15 0.04 0.00 0.00 41.35 80 Restoration 

79 636446.06 4422625.08 3 0.07 0.95 0.18 0.32 10.1 10 Conservation 

78 637252.83 4422540.56 3 0.07 0.37 0.13 1.19 14.3 18 Conservation 

77 639180.87 4422166.50 3 0.07 0.98 0.06 0.09 15 22 Conservation 

81 636852.95 4425361.08 3 0.07 0.27 0.12 0.85 19.1 34 Conservation 
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76 640790.31 4421809.80 3 0.07 0.23 0.08 1.13 22.4 45 Restoration 

80 636492.00 4423310.77 3 0.07 0.19 0.00 0.36 33 65 Restoration 

82 636358.11 4425591.21 3 0.07 0.08 0.01 0.18 36.7 74 Restoration 

83 636085.45 4426853.30 4 0.01 0.37 0.00 0.00 24.15 49 Restoration 
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RECOMMENDED ACTIONS 

FEATURE AND FLOW-BASED APPROACH 
Our assessment of the current conditions in the lower White River, along with the current state 

of the science on vegetation encroachment in arid-land riverscapes (e.g., Manners et al. 2014; Scott et 

al. 2018), has identified key geomorphic and biological features that are threatened by future 

degradation (Figure 16), and if conserved, will likely increase the river’s ability to maintain a complex 

and dynamic state within the confines of climate change effects on flows. 

 

FIGURE 16: BAR FEATURES (ORANGE) AND BIOLOGICAL LINKAGE AREAS (GREEN) ACROSS FOUR MAJOR REACHES OF 

THE LOWER WHITE RIVER STUDY AREA. THE ACTIVE CHANNEL IS SHOWN IN BLUE AND THE VALLEY BOTTOM IS 

SHOWN IN DARK GREY. WE PREDICT CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION ACTIONS ON THESE UNIQUE BIOLOGICAL 

AND GEOMORPHIC FEATURES WILL LIKELY INCREASE THE RIVER’S ABILITY TO MAINTAIN A COMPLEX AND DYNAMIC 

STATE. 

In subsequent years of back-to-back low flows (i.e., median daily spring flows < 738 cfs (March-June) 

based on daily flow data from the USGS gage near Watson, UT 1967-2020): 

Primary objective 

• Reduce further channel narrowing 
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Secondary objectives: 

• Promote continued wood recruitment into the active channel,  

In years with predicted average spring flows (based on monitoring of snow-pack conditions, 

https://www.cbrfc.noaa.gov/; long-term median daily spring flow from 1967-2020 at the USGS gage 

near Watson = 738 cfs): 

 Primary objectives 

• Promote continued large wood recruitment into the active channel 

• Recruitment of new cottonwoods, and conservation of existing cottonwood stands 

Secondary objective: 

• Regain channel width 

In years with predicted above average spring flows (based on monitoring of snow-pack conditions, 

https://www.cbrfc.noaa.gov/; long-term median daily spring flow from 1967-2020 at the USGS gage 

near Watson = 738 cfs): 

 Primary objective 

• Regain channel width where possible 

Secondary objectives: 

• Promote continued wood recruitment into the active channel,  

• Recruitment of new cottonwoods, and conservation of existing cottonwood stands  

Additionally, there are several actions that should be considered that are not necessarily 

conditional upon our prioritization scheme of the features mentioned above. One is worth mentioning 

here because it applies to the entire riverscape and would likely help ensure the success of our other 

recommended conservation and restoration actions. That action is to purchase water rights in the White 

River watershed in Colorado and Utah, particularly more senior water rights, for beneficial instream use. 

Purchase of more senior water rights would help protect instream flows within the lower White River. 

Successful implementation of this proposed action would likely require coordination with non-

governmental and governmental partners, such as The Nature conservancy and Rivers Edge West, and 

also state agencies that can hold water rights for instream use in Colorado and Utah, such as the 

Colorado Water Conservation Board and the Utah Division of Water Resources. If observed and 

predicted reductions in watershed runoff continue, at a minimum abstractive water use should 

proportionally decline with the reduction in river flows to maintain the flow regime in as close to a 

natural state as possible and not worsen the problem.  The other actions we provide are found below 

under each reach as “Other potential actions”. 

Note that most of the project area is administered by BLM; however, there are tracts of private 

land interspersed mostly in reaches 1 and 2. Our ranking scheme did not consider access. 

HIGHER PRIORITY REACHES 
Reach 1 (see Figure 10) 
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Bonanza Bridge (river mile 59) to ~ river mile 48 

• Objective: Reduce further channel narrowing 

o Potential treatments 

▪ Mechanical removal (i.e., weed-whacking, brush hog, etc.) of young, 

establishing vegetation on bar features (point bars, bank attached bars) within 

the active channel, if runoff is predicted to be below bankfull discharge in the 

current year and was below bankfull discharge the previous year (i.e., back-to-

back low flow years) 

• Consider an experimental design with three treatments: 1) removal of 

all vegetation (native and nonnative), 2) removal of just nonnative 

vegetation, 3) control (no removal), and monitor control bars to 

quantify composition of vegetation community colonizing depositional 

bar features 

• Objective: Promote continued recruitment of large wood into the active channel 

o Potential treatments 

▪ Whole tree removal of Russian olive within 30 m of the active channel where 

the river is contacting high terraces (i.e., biological linkage areas) 

• Whole tree removal will likely have the most ecological and geomorphic 

benefits, but site access will likely dictate use of heavy equipment. 

Some alternative treatments are: Stump cuts or Stump cuts and stump 

grinding with compact equipment 

▪ Move removed Russian olive trees and any large fallen trees on terraces to the 

floodplain and as close to the active channel as possible 

• Trees need to be placed as close to the active channel as possible to 

ensure a high probability of coming in contact with spring floods, even 

during lower-flow years 

▪ Build large post-assisted log structures (PALS) or “bank blasters” (Wheaton et al. 

2019) on the inside bend opposite of high terraces using existing fallen trees or 

felled Russian olive to promote localized erosion and wood recruitment into the 

channel (also see USBR & ERDC 2016 for examples of large wood structures). 

• . In general, PALS rely on high flows to affect desired geomorphic 

changes. They also tend to use larger diameter materials, more 

characteristic of large woody debris commonly found in streams. PALS 

can be built with or without posts, they can be channel spanning, 

located in the middle of the channel, or attached to a bank. 

Implementing large wood structures with an experimental design to 

mimic the effects of natural large wood recruitment would allow for 

assessment of different types and sizes of structures 

•  

▪ Work with UDWR to assess feasibility of translocation of beaver  

• Objective: Promote cottonwood recruitment river-wide and maintain or increase cottonwood 

coverage at >=10% within the project area by reducing competition with nonnative vegetation 

~~and reducing other ecological impacts of non-native vegetation 
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o Potential treatments 

▪ Whole tree removal of Russian olive and Tamarisk in close proximity to younger 

cottonwoods 

• Whole tree removal will likely have the most ecological and geomorphic 

benefits, but site access will likely dictate use of heavy equipment. 

Some alternative treatments are: Stump cuts or Stump cuts and stump 

grinding with compact equipment. Care should also be taken with use of 

heavy equipment in close proximity to young native trees 

▪ Frill-cutting Russian olive in close proximity to younger cottonwoods 

▪ Whole tree removal of Russian olive and Tamarisk in close proximity to older-

generation cottonwood stands (as has been done in prior restoration efforts) 

▪ Whole tree removal of Russian olive and Tamarisk in close proximity to other 

age-classes of cottonwood and within 30 m of the active channel 

▪ Frill cutting of Russian olive in close proximity to all ages of cottonwood and 

within 30 m of the active channel 

• Objective: Regain channel width where possible given total annual flows 

o Potential treatments 

▪ Whole tree removal of Russian olive and tamarisk that has established within 10 

m of the active channel, and is functioning to prevent channel migration 

• Other potential actions 

o Russian olive bundles or piling removed Russian olive within the channel to create fine-

scale complex habitat structures (e.g., 1-10 m2) 

o Build wood bundles alongside natural levees to divert water and create side-channels 

(i.e., “diversion PALS”) 

o Seeding the river or floodplain with native seeds (woody, Shrub, and flowering species) 

▪ Cottonwood, Beeplan, Clover, Blanket flower, Penstemon, Yarrow, Chokecherry, 

Serviceberry, Currant, etc. 

o Strategic removal of natural levees where Russian olive have established 

o Strategic livestock management 

▪ High density grazing within fine-scale enclosures 

o Whole-tree removal without heavy machinery (experimental) 

▪ Hydraulic winch attached to a power-pack (can be floated down on a raft) 

▪ Compact stump grinders 

o Native tree and shrub planting and fencing to protect from browsing 

o Install signs to inform public of restoration activities.  

o Moratorium on beaver trapping until baseline data on population size and carrying 

capacity is established 

Reach 2 (see Figure 10) 

River mile 48 to ~ river mile 37.3 

• Objective: Reduce further channel narrowing 

o Potential treatments 
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▪ Mechanical removal (i.e., weed-whacking, brush hog, etc.) of young, 

establishing vegetation on bar features (point bars, bank attached bars) within 

the active channel, if runoff is predicted to be below bankfull discharge in the 

current year and was below bankfull discharge the previous year (i.e., back-to-

back low flow years) 

• Consider an experimental design with three treatments: 1) removal of 

all vegetation (native and nonnative), 2) removal of just nonnative 

vegetation, 3) control (no removal), and monitor control bars to 

quantify composition of vegetation community colonizing depositional 

bar features 

• Objective: Promote continued recruitment of large wood into the active channel 

o Potential treatments 

▪ Whole tree removal of Russian olive within 30 m of the active channel where 

the river is contacting high terraces (i.e., biological linkage areas) 

• Whole tree removal will likely have the most ecological and geomorphic 

benefits, but site access will likely dictate use of heavy equipment. 

Some alternative treatments are: Stump cuts or Stump cuts and stump 

grinding with compact equipment 

▪ Move removed Russian olive trees and any large fallen trees on terraces to the 

floodplain and as close to the active channel as possible 

• Trees need to be placed as close to the active channel as possible to 

ensure a high probability of coming in contact with spring floods, even 

during lower-flow years 

▪ Build large post-assisted log structures (PALS) or “bank blasters” (Wheaton et al. 

2019) on the inside bend opposite of high terraces using existing fallen trees or 

felled Russian olive to promote localized erosion and wood recruitment into the 

channel (also see USBR & ERDC 2016 for examples of large wood structures). 

• . In general, PALS rely on high flows to affect desired geomorphic 

changes. They also tend to use larger diameter materials, more 

characteristic of large woody debris commonly found in streams. PALS 

can be built with or without posts, they can be channel spanning, 

located in the middle of the channel, or attached to a bank. 

Implementing large wood structures with an experimental design to 

mimic the effects of natural large wood recruitment would allow for 

assessment of different types and sizes of structures 

•  

▪ Work with UDWR to assess feasibility of translocation of beaver  

• Objective: Promote cottonwood recruitment river-wide and maintain or increase cottonwood 

coverage at >=10% within the project area by reducing competition with nonnative vegetation 

~~and reducing other ecological impacts of non-native vegetation 

o Potential treatments 

▪ Whole tree removal of Russian olive and Tamarisk in close proximity to younger 

cottonwoods 
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• Whole tree removal will likely have the most ecological and geomorphic 

benefits, but site access will likely dictate use of heavy equipment. 

Some alternative treatments are: Stump cuts or Stump cuts and stump 

grinding with compact equipment. Care should also be taken with use of 

heavy equipment in close proximity to young native trees 

▪ Frill-cutting Russian olive in close proximity to younger cottonwoods 

▪ Whole tree removal of Russian olive and Tamarisk in close proximity to older-

generation cottonwood stands (as has been done in prior restoration efforts) 

▪ Whole tree removal of Russian olive and Tamarisk in close proximity to other 

age-classes of cottonwood and within 30 m of the active channel 

▪ Frill cutting of Russian olive in close proximity to all ages of cottonwood and 

within 30 m of the active channel 

• Objective: Regain channel width where possible given total annual flows 

o Potential treatments 

▪ Whole tree removal of Russian olive and tamarisk that has established within 10 

m of the active channel, and is functioning to prevent channel migration 

• Other potential actions 

o Russian olive bundles or piling removed Russian olive within the channel to create fine-

scale complex habitat structures (e.g., 1-10 m2) 

o Build wood bundles alongside natural levees to divert water and create side-channels 

o Seeding the river or floodplain with native seeds (woody, Shrub, and flowering species) 

▪ Cottonwood, Beeplan, Clover, Blanket flower, Penstemon, Yarrow, Chokecherry, 

Serviceberry, Currant, etc. 

o Strategic removal of natural levees where Russian olive have established 

o Strategic livestock management 

▪ High density grazing within fine-scale enclosures 

o Whole-tree removal without heavy machinery (experimental) 

▪ Hydraulic winch attached to a power-pack (can be floated down on a raft) 

▪ Compact stump grinders 

o Native tree and shrub planting and fencing to protect from browsing 

o Install signs to inform public of restoration activities.  

o Moratorium on beaver trapping until baseline data on population size and carrying 

capacity is established 

Lower priority reaches 

Reach 3 (see Figure 10) 

River mile 37.3 to ~ river mile 30.0 (Bitter Creek) 

• Objective: Promote continued recruitment of large wood into the active channel 

o Potential treatments 

▪ Whole tree removal of Russian olive within 30 m of the active channel where 

the river is contacting high terraces (i.e., biological linkage areas) 

▪ Add removed Russian olive trees and any large fallen trees on terraces into the 

channel 
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▪ Build post-assisted log structures (PALS) or “bank blasters” on the inside bend 

opposite of high terraces using existing fallen trees or felled Russian olive to 

promote localized erosion and wood recruitment into the channel 

▪ Translocation of beaver  

• Objective: Promote cottonwood recruitment river-wide and maintain or increase cottonwood 

coverage at >=10% within the project area by reducing competition with nonnative vegetation 

~~and reducing other ecological impacts of non-native vegetation 

o Potential treatments 

▪ Whole tree removal of Russian olive in close proximity to younger cottonwoods 

▪ Frill-cutting Russian olive in close proximity to younger cottonwoods 

▪ Whole tree removal of Russian olive in close proximity to older-generation 

cottonwood stands (as has been done in prior restoration efforts) 

▪ Whole tree removal of Russian olive in close proximity to other age-classes of 

cottonwood and within 30 m of the active channel 

▪ Frill cutting of Russian olive in close proximity to all ages of cottonwood and 

within 30 m of the active channel 

Lowest priority reaches 

Reach 4 (see Figure 10) 

River mile 30 to ~ BLM Enron take-out 

• Objective: Promote continued recruitment of large wood into the active channel 

o Potential treatments 

▪ Whole tree removal of Russian olive within 30 m of the active channel where 

the river is contacting high terraces (i.e., biological linkage areas) 

▪ Add removed Russian olive trees and any large fallen trees on terraces into the 

channel 

▪ Build post-assisted log structures (PALS) or “bank blasters” on the inside bend 

opposite of high terraces using existing fallen trees or felled Russian olive to 

promote localized erosion and wood recruitment into the channel 

▪ Translocation of beaver 

• Objective: Promote cottonwood recruitment river-wide and maintain or increase cottonwood 

coverage at >=10% within the project area by reducing competition with nonnative vegetation 

~~and reducing other ecological impacts of non-native vegetation 
o Potential treatments 

▪ Whole tree removal of Russian olive in close proximity to younger cottonwoods 

▪ Frill-cutting Russian olive in close proximity to younger cottonwoods 

▪ Whole tree removal of Russian olive in close proximity to older-generation 

cottonwood stands (as has been done in prior restoration efforts) 

▪ Whole tree removal of Russian olive in close proximity to other age-classes of 

cottonwood and within 30 m of the active channel 

▪ Frill cutting of Russian olive in close proximity to all ages of cottonwood and 

within 30 m of the active channel 

▪  
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MONITORING RECOMMENDATIONS AND OTHER DATA GAPS 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Monitoring is an essential component of successful ecological restoration and adaptive 

management (Palmer et al. 2005), because it provides information on the effectiveness of restoration 

actions, and if done properly, information on why actions were or were not effective. Restoration can be 

viewed as an ecological experiment (Palmer et al. 1997), and proper monitoring thus advances river 

science and the practice of river restoration in general. Thus, in this section, a monitoring plan for the 

lower White River is developed to understand whether the conservation and restoration objectives are 

being met by the recommended actions and why objectives are or are not being met. 

Development of the monitoring plan is intended to: 1) provide information on the effectiveness 

of restoration actions that can be used to adapt and improve the conservation and restoration plan over 

time, 2) extend lessons learned through conservation and restoration implementation to management 

of other river systems in the region, and 3) monopolize on lessons learned from nature. 

To best understand whether restoration actions are achieving their intended effects and the 
reasons for success or failure, the recommended conservation/restoration actions should be 
implemented and monitored using an experimental approach (Block et al. 2001). 

 

CHANNEL HABITAT AND GEOMORPHIC CHANGE 
 Baseline data. We conducted a channel-narrowing analysis, quantifying narrowing between 

1936 and 2016 using aerial imagery across the entire project area. Additionally, we collected instream 

habitat data (pebble counts, depth-velocity transects, large woody debris) in 2013 and 2021 at random 

300 m reaches representing at least 10% of the length of river in the project area. 

Channel habitat and geomorphic change should be monitored to determine: 1) whether plan 

objectives are being accomplished throughout the project area and 2) whether recommended actions 

are effective at conserving or enhancing instream and riparian habitat at the broader riverscape scale. 

Our monitoring approach consists of a combination of desktop (remote) and field-based data capture 

which, allows us to leverage what each method is most effective at capturing. The desktop approach is 

based on aerial photo interpretation and digitization of drone or fixed wing aerial photography and is 

effective at capturing broad scale and intermediate scale features and changes throughout major 

reaches or across treated features. The field-based approach is focused on collecting information on fine 

scale natural wood accumulations, instream habitat condition and discrete on-the-ground features.  

• Project extent scale (broad-scale): Channel change detection at the project extent scale will be 

accomplished by repeating our channel-narrowing analysis. Repeat channel-narrowing analysis 

should follow the same methodology used for this report and outlined in Appendix B. 
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o Timing—once every 5-10 years. Repeat analysis will indicate broad-scale changes and is 

thus not needed every year. Instead, repeat analysis should occur after multiple river 

reaches have been treated and high flow spring runoff has occurred. 

• Reach or feature scale (intermediate-scale):  

o Remote method: An FAA licensed drone pilot will survey each restoration site or feature 

and collect full coverage orthomosaic images at two timestamps: pre-implementation, 

and post high flow spring runoff. With these sets of orthomosaic images, we will be able 

to assess geomorphic changes over time related to conservation/restoration actions. 

Specifically, we will have the ability to assess: 

▪ 1. Changes to the shape and geometric character of a give stream reach within 

its valley bottom (planform changes). Including:  

• Changes to active channel width, creation of new channels, and changes 

to sinuosity, connectivity. 

▪ 2. Changes to the riparian extent and floodplain connectivity (active vs inactive 

floodplain) —pre and post restoration. 

o Field method (intermediate and fine scales): We will census all in stream structures 

(PALS) and conservation/restoration features (i.e., treated bars or biological linkage 

areas) in the field by floating the stream and making observations at all locations where 

structures have been built and where treatments have taken place. Specifically, at each 

restoration structure we will collect: 

▪ Presence-absence – Is the structure still there? (visual assessment) 

• If present – is it as designed – for example, structures may have moved 

to the side of the channel, the material is still in place, but not engaged 

in the same way, but has the potential to engage with flows. 

o Is the structure blown out, breached, moved or buried (more 

than ¾ crest height sediment accumulation)? 

o Is there additional accumulation of LWD on the structure? 

o Has the structure been taken over by beaver? 

▪ Geomorphic response of the structure 

• Is the structure causing localized erosion? 

• Is the structure causing localized deposition?  

• Distribution of geomorphic features at each structure: pool (scour or 

dam), cutbank, bar deposition (mid or point): range of substrates 

exposed – patchiness or not?  

• Evidence of overbank deposition/flow –at each structure. 

• Natural accumulations of LWD. If LWD accumulation occurred, did large 

wood accumulate on an existing structure, or elsewhere? 

• Total number of structures through time, both restoration and natural 

structures. 

▪ Repeat on-the-ground geo-tagged photos will be collected to document the 

condition, behavior and location of structures over time. 

Specifically, at each treatment site we will collect: 
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▪ Presence-absence – Is it apparent that the treatment was applied? (visual 

assessment) 

• If treatment is apparent – did the treatment have the intended 

outcome? 

• If treatment is not apparent and/or there was an unintended outcome, 

then a different potentially more intensive treatment might be needed 

▪ Repeat on-the-ground geo-tagged photos will be collected to quantify the 

geomorphic response. 

▪ Vegetation monitoring at the treatment scale is described below in the Riparian 

vegetation section 

 

• In-stream habitat scale (fine-scale): Change detection will be accomplished by repeat sampling 

of representative instream habitat. Repeat sampling should follow the same methodology used 

previously and outlined in Appendix C.   

o Timing—once every 2-3 years. Repeat instream habitat sampling will indicate fine-scale 

changes which can vary substantially depending on flow conditions and is thus not 

needed every year. Still, fine-scale habitat sampling should occur more frequently than 

the broader-scale imagery analysis. Standardized monitoring sites should be established 

in each reach to continuously monitor conditions over time. 

RIPARIAN VEGETATION 
 Baseline data. A high-resolution vegetation classification map was completed in winter 2020 and 

is available for the whole project area (Urbancyzk et al. 2020). 

 Riparian vegetation should be monitored to determine: 1) whether plan objectives are being 

accomplished throughout the project area and 2) whether recommended actions are effective at 

conserving or enhancing native vegetation where treatments are applied and at the broader riverscape 

scale. Different monitoring approaches are needed for the two determinations, one that covers broad 

scale changes throughout the project area and one that covers changes on the treatment, or reach-

scale. 

• Project extent scale: Change detection at the project extent scale will be accomplished by 

repeat mapping of riparian vegetation classes. Repeat mapping should follow protocols outlined 

in the original mapping report (Urbancyzk et al. 2020). 

o Timing—once every 5-10 years. Repeat mapping will indicate broad-scale changes and 

is thus not needed every year. Instead, mapping should occur after multiple river 

reaches have been treated. 

• Treatment/Reach scale: Treatment effectiveness will be assessed by on-the-ground vegetation 

surveys. Surveys should be conducted before and after restoration in control and treatment 

reaches. Personnel from the BLM’s terrestrial and lotic Analysis, Indicator, and Monitoring (AIM) 

program may be able to assist with surveys. A detailed survey protocol is attached as Appendix 

B. Repeat photos (before and after) of treatment and control features are critical. 

Timing—once before vegetation treatments and 0,1-3,5, and 10 years after vegetation treatments. 

Data collection immediately pre- and post-treatment activities will assess reduction in non-native 

vegetation. Monitoring 1-3, 5, and 10 years after treatment activities will assess whether native 
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vegetation is increasing in treatment areas over time, and whether nonnative vegetation is re-

establishing. 

 

FISH ABUNDANCE AND HABITAT USE 
 Baseline data. Consistent, annual data on fish assemblages throughout the project area are 

collected by UDWR in Vernal, and date back to 2008. This includes seining for small-bodied (<200 mm 

total length) and young-of-the-year fishes, and raft electrofishing efforts for three-species monitoring 

and non-native fish removal. 

 Fish assemblages should continue to be monitored to determine: 1) whether currently robust 

populations of native species are being maintained, 2) whether recommended actions are effective at 

conserving or enhancing native fishes, and 3) whether native fishes are using habitat created by 

treatments (i.e., large wood inputs). 

 Most of this can be assessed using the ongoing UDWR sampling efforts. Additionally, other 

efforts should be considered to specifically quantify fish use of different habitats, and specifically use of 

habitats created by large wood, throughout the project area relative to reference areas. This could be 

accomplished using radio telemetry and submersible PIT tag antennas. 

Beaver population 

 Baseline data. No baseline data currently exist for the beaver population in the lower White 

River, but from observations during field validation trips it is evident animals are active in the riverscape. 

 Baseline data on the beaver population should be established because they are playing a critical 

role in large wood recruitment into the river. Data to collect on the beaver population should include: 1) 

current densities and 2) developing a carrying capacity for the riverscape. If it is determined that the 

population is under carrying capacity, nuisance beavers could be translocated to the lower White 

riverscape. 

 

CONCLUSION: ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT AND BROADER 

IMPLICATIONS 

The plan presented herein is intended to guide conservation, restoration and management of 

the lower White River over the next several decades. However, the plan in its current form should not 

be viewed as the final blueprint for conservation/restoration over the next 30-50 years. Instead, 

periodic review of the plan should be conducted every 2-3 years as monitoring data become 

available. Based on response of the lower White River to conservation/restoration actions and 

potential changes in climate or land use, water withdrawals, the site prioritization, 

conservation/restoration actions, and the monitoring methods may need to be altered or adapted. By 

incorporating flexibility into the plan, future efforts to conserve the lower White riverscape can be 

adapted to changing conditions and new information as progress is made toward achieving the 
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guiding vision. 
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APPENDIX A: PRIORITIZATION SCHEME (GIS PROCESSING) 

• Vegetation Data by Reach 

o Inputs 

▪ Categorical vegetation raster 

▪ Valley bottom split into four reaches 

▪ The field that uniquely identifies each reach 

▪ The folder where outputs will be stored 

▪ The buffer distance (meters) 

o Process 

▪ Creates a buffer around the input feature class (In this case, the valley bottom) 

▪ Sums the total area for each vegetation type within the buffer area 

▪ Splits the vegetation area values by reach 

o Purpose 

▪ This tool was used for exploratory analysis of the project area. Using this tool, 

we were able to get an accurate estimate for the density of each vegetation 

type, sorted by reach. 

 

• Vegetation Data by Buffer 

o Inputs 

▪ Categorical vegetation raster 

▪ The feature class with areas of interest (bars or biological linkage areas) 

▪ The field that uniquely identifies each area 

▪ The folder where outputs will be stored 

▪ The buffer source (in this case, the bankfull channel) 

▪ The buffer distance (meters) 

▪ The buffer increment 

o Process 

▪ Splits the input feature class into individual areas (For example, if all the bars 

were stored in one shapefile, they now become separate) 

▪ Buffer the buffer source by the specified increment and clip the vegetation 

dataset to that buffer. 

▪ For each area, summarize the total area for each vegetation type after the 

buffer clip. 

▪ Repeat this process until vegetation has been summarized for each area, and for 

each buffer distance 

o Purpose 

▪ This tool allowed us to do a more in-depth analysis into the vegetation 

composition of bars and biological linkage areas. This tool created helpful 

datasets, such as looking at the vegetation composition of bars within 0m, 10m, 

20m, and 30m of the bankfull channel. This tool also helps create the inputs 

used in prioritization 
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APPENDIX FIGURE A 1: FLOW CHART DEPICTING DATA THAT WENT INTO THE PRIORITIZATION SCHEME (GREEN 

BOXES) AND PROCESSES USED TO CALCULATE OVERALL RANKINGS (BLUE BOXES). FEATURES WITH RANKINGS CLOSER 
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TO 1 SHOULD BE CONSIDERED HIGHER CONSERVATION PRIORITY, WHILE LOWER RANKINGS SHOULD BE CONSIDERED 

HIGHER RESTORATION PRIORITY. 
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• Conservation Prioritization 

o Inputs 

▪ A CSV with one row for each feature, containing all of the necessary fields 

▪ Data attributes for each feature… 

• A field that describes the density of Cottonwood within the valley 

bottom, split by reach 

• A field that describes the density of Cottonwood within 30m of the 

bankfull channel 

• A field that describes the ratio of Cottonwood density to Russian Olive 

density within 30m of the bankfull channel 

• A field that describes the density of riparian vegetation within 30m of 

the bankfull channel (bar model only) 

▪ Relative weights for the four attributes listed above 

▪ Choice of model (biological linkage areas or bars) 

o Process 

▪ Rank all features by each of the attributes listed above 

• The features with the highest density of Cottonwood within the valley 

bottom, split by reach get ranks closer to #1. The features with the 

lowest density of Cottonwood within the valley bottom, split by reach 

get ranks closer to #N, with N being the total number of features. 

• The features with the highest density of Cottonwood within 30m of the 

bankfull channel get ranks closer to #1. The features with the lowest 

density of Cottonwood within 30m of the bankfull channel get ranks 

closer to #N, with N being the total number of features. 

• The features with the highest ratio of Cottonwood Density to Russian 

Olive Density within 30m of the bankfull channel get ranks closer to #1. 

The features with the lowest ratio of Cottonwood Density to Russian 

Olive Density within 30m of the bankfull channel get ranks closer to #N, 

with N being the total number of features. 

• The features with the density of Riparian vegetation within 30m of the 

bankfull channel get ranks closer to #1. The features with the lowest 

density of Riparian vegetation within 30m of the bankfull channel get 

ranks closer to #N, with N being the total number of features. (Bar 

model only) 

▪ For each attribute, multiply the rank by the relative weight to get a weighted 

ranking. 

▪ Add all of the relative rankings to get an overall ranking for conservation 

priority. 

o Purpose 

▪ This tool allowed us to apply our model and rank all biological linkage areas and 

bars by their conservation priority. By changing the relative weights in each 

attribute of the model, we were able to identify which attributes had the most 

effect on the model. 
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APPENDIX B: CHANNEL-NARROWING ANALYSIS 

 

 

APPENDIX FIGURE B 1: ZOOMED IN VIEW OF THE 1936 AND 2016 BANKFULL CHANNEL POLYGONS FROM 

REPRESENTATIVE PORTIONS OF THE FOUR MAJOR REACHES IN THE PROJECT AREA. BECAUSE OF A NARROWER 

VALLEY BOTTOM, THE CHANNEL IS MUCH MORE CONFINED IN REACHES 3 AND 4, AND OFTEN TIMES THE 1936 AND 

2016 BANKFULL CHANNELS ARE IN VIRTUALLY THE SAME PLACE. IN REACHES 1 AND 2, WHERE THE VALLEY BOTTOM 

IS WIDER, THE CHANNEL HAS BEEN MUCH MORE DYNAMIC OVER TIME. 

 

Methods for Analyzing Stream Channel Change through Time 

Using Georeferenced Imagery 

Price River, Utah 

Abstract: 
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To familiarize reader with the methods and analyses used to assess channel change width and area for 

specified stretches of river (reaches). This document looks specifically at the Price River of east-central 

Utah, where damming, diversion, invasive species introduction/spread, or a combination of some or all 

of these factors have caused significant channel narrowing over the course of 78 years (1938-2016).  

 

Objective: 

The purpose of this tutorial is to explain the process of analyzing the change in bankfull area and width 

of a stream channel from 2 or more different points in time. 

Methods: 

A.  For Most Current River Scenario/Condition: 

1. Find adequate imagery. The most current NAIP (National Agriculture Imagery Program) 

imagery, which is 1m resolution, will suffice. Here is a link to the imagery: 

https://gis.apfo.usda.gov/arcgis/rest/services  

To load:  

- Open ArcCatalog, Navigate to “GIS Servers”, double click then copy and paste the above 

address in the “Server URL” box. 

- A new server titled “arcgis on gis.apfo.usda.gov (user)” will appear in the Arc Catalog menu. 

- Open, navigate to the NAIP folder, Open it then find desired state and drag it onto the map. 

This will load the imagery as a basemap. 

- Once loaded into ArcMap, take note of the year the NAIP Imagery was taken in the Table of 

Contents 

 

 

 

***Consult Appendix Figure B 2 below*** 

 

 

 

https://gis.apfo.usda.gov/arcgis/rest/services
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APPENDIX FIGURE B 2: LOADING NAIP 

 

 

2. Create a new polyline feature class using the following directions: 

 http://desktop.arcgis.com/en/arcmap/10.3/manage-data/shapefiles/creating-a-new-

shapefile.htm 

- Here is a video tutorial on how to digitize a polyline or polygon in ArcMap. 

https://youtu.be/r1Z3y6UBQqc (Video 01: Digitizing Centerline)  

 

 3. Create bankfull polygon for current imagery/stream channel scenario: 

For a tutorial on how to create a bankfull polygon, please refer to the following link: 

    https://usu.box.com/s/wsmpg604lvx7v8193ki8py1z3ossj78u 

- Note that using the bankfull Channel Tool is only applicable if the stream channel lacks width 

variability, in other words, the channel is of a uniform width. A good example of this is 

depicted in the figures below: 

 

- The tool combines a flow accumulation raster (pixelated imagery where a value is assigned to 

a pixel based on accumulation of all uphill pixels) with a precipitation shapefile to determine 

the width of the stream along a digitized line network (stream network). Given this, the 

polygon from the bankfull tool will likely still require editing. 

- Islands: If the line network used does not have side channels, the tool will not 

pick them up. (See figure 2). 

1 

3 

4 

2 

5 

6 

http://desktop.arcgis.com/en/arcmap/10.3/manage-data/shapefiles/creating-a-new-shapefile.htm
http://desktop.arcgis.com/en/arcmap/10.3/manage-data/shapefiles/creating-a-new-shapefile.htm
https://youtu.be/r1Z3y6UBQqc
https://usu.box.com/s/wsmpg604lvx7v8193ki8py1z3ossj78u
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APPENDIX FIGURE B 3: SIDE CHANNELS 

 

- Here is another quick video on how to edit bankfull polygons with side channels. 

https://youtu.be/7jAeQvRUaeY  (Video 02: Bankfull Polygon Island Editing) 

 

- Raster-Line Network Differences: Sometimes the flow accumulation raster and imagery 

were (likely) collected at different points in time and/or the stream channel may have 

shifted to a different area in the floodplain (accretion, anabranching, wholesale shift). The 

bankfull polygon will have to be edited to fix these discrepancies. (Figure 3 below displays 

flow Accumulation Raster with white pixels as higher values on the left, Imagery on the 

Right) 

 

APPENDIX FIGURE B 4: FALSE WIDTHS 

 

- Here is a video about this issue and how to edit: 

 https://youtu.be/MS7nPjA9uDs  (Video 03: BF Polygon Fix) 

 

 

B. Create Bankfull Polygon Based on Historic Imagery: 

Digitized Flowline

Bankfull Polygon

Bankfull Polygon Bankfull Polygon

https://youtu.be/7jAeQvRUaeY
https://youtu.be/MS7nPjA9uDs
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1. Obtain Historic Imagery: Depending on the source, historic imagery may have to be 

georeferenced in a GIS. These procedures will not be covered in this tutorial. 

-    For this analysis, georeferenced historic imagery were provided as raster feature classes. 

-    In Utah, there is quite a bit of historic imagery available via web server. Directions below. 

 2.  Load Historic Imagery: 

-    In Utah, the AGRC website provides these datasets 

-   Visit the following website for directions on how to load the server. 

  https://gis.utah.gov/image-server/ 

- To load Imagery: 

 

APPENDIX FIGURE B 5: LOADING HISTORIC IMAGERY #1 

 

Double click to activate Server 

https://gis.utah.gov/image-server/
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APPENDIX FIGURE B 6: LOADING HISTORIC IMAGERY #2 

 

3. The overall trend of river condition throughout the past century has been increased 

channelization and floodplain disconnect. This means that we look at past imagery as 

reference for natural stream condition and behavior. Figure 6 below is a good example of this 

 

Click and drag onto map screen 

Or into table of contents 

Expand 
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APPENDIX FIGURE B 7: REDUCTION IN WIDTH, WIDTH VARIABILITY, AND AREA ON THE PRICE RIVER, UT 

 

-     If there is width variability/diversity across a larger spatial extent, or throughout the stretch 

of stream analyzed, the bankfull polygon must be digitized by hand. 

- Use fluvial geomorphic knowledge to determine and digitize the bankfull channel from 

imagery 

-     Vegetation (appears black to dark gray on imagery) Presence vs. Absence OR Abundance vs.   

Scarcity along stream corridor 

-       Depositional Bars, in black and white imagery, appear bleached (bars below the water surface   

appear darker. 

-      Bars with sparse vegetation 
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APPENDIX FIGURE B 8 & 9: CLUES IDENTIFYING ACTIVE STREAM CHANNEL EXTENT AND AN EXAMPLE OF 

DISTORTION. 

 

Bars above the water surface have a 

“bleached” appearance- where flows have 

flushed duff away exposing barren stream 

deposition. Evidence of frequent enough 

flows (bankfull events every 1.5-2.5 years) 

that inhibit colonization of terrestrial 

vegetation. These areas are within the 

active (bankfull) channel.  Also, take note of 

“striations” parallel to stream direction, 

more evidence of scour. 

Duff from and/or terrestrial 

vegetation not scoured by 

flowing water appears light gray 

and is outside the 

active (bankfull) channel. 

 

Dark patches are bushes 

and/or trees likely 

cottonwood (Populus sp.) 

which generally colonize 

areas within the floodplain 

but outside the active 

channel. 
 

Outcome: Digitized 1938 Bankfull Channel

Distortion: Historic Aerial photographs 

seem to have greater distortion probably as 

a function of lower altitude and rate of 

airspeed, but most importantly, because 

they get “stretched” during the 

georeferencing process. This may require 

augmentation of the digitized bankfull 

channel polygon to fit with less distorted 

recent imagery (usually from satellite) to 

account for this 
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APPENDIX FIGURE B 10: PRIME EXAMPLE OF IMAGERY DISTORTION. 

 

 

C. Clip Both Polygons Using Specified Reach Breaks: 

1.    Reach Breaks can be derived from several sources, in this case, a Valley Bottom Polygon 

    broken up by Management Reaches was provided. Here is a list below: 

 

APPENDIX FIGURE B 11: LIST OF MANAGEMENT REACHES 

Resortation Areas

Above Tunnel Diversion to gate (state land)

Above Woodsite

Ag Section BLM

Ag Section Private

Below Grassy

Below Marsing

Below Tunnel Diversion to Salvagni Ranch

Farnham Private

Franham BLM

Humbug

Humbug- Grassy

Lower Canyon

Middle Canyon

Mounds BLM Resortation

Mounds Marsing (below priority resoration)

Sage Flats

Salvagni Ranch Lower Private

Salvagni Ranch upper Private

Upper Canyon

Woodside Lower BLM

Woodside Middle Private

Woodside Upper BLM

A better example of imagery 

distortion on historic (1938) 

imagery and an augmented 

bankfull channel polygon  
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2. Other examples of potential reach breaks include: 

-       GPS Waypoints (UTM-Northing, Easting) (Lat,Long) 

-       Property Ownership Boundaries 

-       Natural Geomorphic Breaks (Gradient, Valley Width, Substrate, Sinuosity) 

-       Fixed Length Segmentation (ex. 500m segments) 

 

 3. Cut historic and current bankfull channel polygons at reach breaks 

-   Video demonstrating how to clip reaches by reach breaks: 

    https://youtu.be/a3stzy0OGC8  (Video 04: Clipping Reach Breaks) 

 

 4. Populating Attribute Tables with Data: 

-      Videos demonstrating how to populate the attribute tables of historic and current bankfull 

channels with necessary data:  

   How To video on Naming: 

    https://youtu.be/O7y6CDzJWok  (Video 05: Attribute Table Naming) 

   …And On Calculating Area 

    https://youtu.be/AgxNjZdghyc  (Video 06: Attribute Table Area) 

 

- Calculating Average Width (optional): 

- Although Slightly more involved, assessing change in average channel width can 

be a useful analysis  

  Video on Creating Historic Channel Centerline 

  https://youtu.be/J1zNQYci1qM (Video 07: Historic Channel Centerline) 

   

  Joining attribute tables and performing calculations 

  https://youtu.be/bZ8m45go6Uk (Video 08: Width Calculation) 

 

 ***ALWAYS REMEMBER to CALCULATE GEOMETRY before performing    

CALCULATIONS, to ensure each feature has correct area and length values*** 

(In attribute table- right click on field header- calculate geometry) 

 

5.  Populating Data on Flowline, and calculating Area and Width Departures/Reductions: 

-     Here is the formula for calculating channel area departure/reduction for a given stretch of 

river at two (2) different points in time. 

 

 
 

 

   
Figure 11: Analysis Formulas 

 

% Bankfull Channel Width Departure = [
(1938 bf channel width −2016 bf channel width)

1938 bankfull channel width 
] x100 

https://youtu.be/a3stzy0OGC8
https://youtu.be/O7y6CDzJWok
https://youtu.be/AgxNjZdghyc
https://youtu.be/J1zNQYci1qM
https://youtu.be/bZ8m45go6Uk
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- Video for Populating flowline with data from channel polygons:  

https://youtu.be/Hw1RrIt2p54 (Video 09: Joining Tables in Flowline) 

 

-     Video Setting proper Symbology: 

https://youtu.be/uaA5Q2Td0t4 (Video 10: Proper Symbology) 

 

 

APPENDIX FIGURE B 12: DISPLAYED REACHES OF THE PRICE RIVER 

 

https://youtu.be/Hw1RrIt2p54
https://youtu.be/uaA5Q2Td0t4
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***End of Document*** 
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APPENDIX C: INSTREAM HABITAT PROTOCOL AND EXAMPLE 

DATASHEETS 

 

2021 White River Habitat Assessment Protocol - USU 

 

Tasks to complete for each 300 m reach: 

Habitat characterization (e.g., riffle, pool, run) 

Flows (wetted width, depth, velocity) @ 5 transects @ 5depths across each transect (see below) 

YSI measurements (e.g., water temperature, conductivity, dissolved oxygen, and turbidity) 

Pebble counts 

Percent complex habitat (e.g., fish cover)   

Island/bar measurement (area) 

Backwater measurement (area) 

Maximum depth 

Large Woody Debris characterization and quantification 

Equipment needed: 

Data (sheets, clipboards, pencils, etc.) 

Flagging 

Measuring tapes (30m),  

Meter sticks and depth rods 

Dive buddies to measure depth 

Rangefinders to measure distance 

Flowmeters (depth-stadia rods + meters) 

YSI unit 

Gravel-o-meter 

GPS unit 

Waders, boots, etc. 
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Protocol adapted from:  

Bouwes, N., J. Moberg, N. Weber, B. Bouwes, S. Bennett, C. Beasley, C.E. Jordan, P. Nelle, M. Polino, S. 

Rentmeester, B. Semmens, C. Volk, M.B. Ward, and J. White. 2011. Scientific protocol for salmonid 

habitat surveys within the Columbia Habitat Monitoring Program. Prepared by the Integrated Status and 

Effectiveness Monitoring Program and published by Terraqua, Inc., Wauconda, WA. 118 pages. 

(and others)… 

Prior to sampling trip, the study section of the White River (Bonanza Bridge put-in to BLM Enron Take-

out ) is delineated into 300 m reaches and stratified by major designated reaches (i.e., 1-4) using GIS and 

a random seed is used to select surveyed reaches to measure at least 10% of available river within each 

major reach. 

 

Lay out the reach 

Begin downstream nearest the established GPS location and work upstream.  We will have three two-

person crews. Crew #1 will begin LWD and measuring instream habitat (e.g., island/bar/backwater area.  

Crew #2 will perform depth and velocity measurements. Crew #3 will conduct pebble counts and assess 

reach habitat complexity. 

 

Each 300 m reach will consist of 5 transects spaced at equal intervals; ~0, 75, 150, 225, and 300 m.  If 

channel units change within the reach (e.g., riffle to run), establish transect #3 near this interface and 

split the difference for transects #2/4.  Transects #1/5 will always be at 0 and 300m. 

 

In braided sections, follow the center of the main channel (the channel containing the greatest amount 

of the total flow).  

 

Reach habitat complexity 

Within the wetted channel, estimate the percent of the reach which includes is made up of riffle, run, 

and pool.  Measure the approximate surface area of each eddie/backwater and island/bar.  Measure the 

maximum depth at each site.  

 

Large Woody Debris  

A.  All LWD pieces and jams occurring within the bankfull channel are enumerated for each channel unit. 

LWD not associated with the wetted channel are counted separately within the dry portion of the 

channel.  
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i. Qualifying LWD must have a large end diameter of at least 10 cm and a length of at least one meter 

and be at least partially within the bankfull channel.  

ii. If a piece of LWD is present in two or more channel units, assign it to the unit in which it provides the 

majority of fish cover.  

iii. If a piece of LWD falls outside the wetted channel but below the bankfull channel record its channel 

unit as ―dry‖.  

iv. Wood embedded in the stream bank is counted if the exposed portion meets the minimum length 

and width requirements.  

v. Do not count LWD if only the roots extend within the bankfull channel.  

vi. Tally the number of LWD pieces in each channel unit according to the size classes detailed in the table 

below. 

 

Diameter classes Length classes 

10 cm to 15 cm 1 m to 3 m  

>15 cm to 30 cm >3 m to 6 m  

>30 cm > 6 m 

 
B.  Five or more qualifying pieces of LWD that touch each other are considered a jam.  Jams may occur in 

the dry channel unit. 

 

If the LWD pile qualifies as a “jam”: 

Estimate the number of pieces in the jam into 1 of 3 categories: 

I.  Small = < 20 pieces 
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II.  Medium = 21-50 pieces 

III.  Large = > 50 pieces 

Estimate or actually measure the size (area) of the jam (m2). 

 

Stream flow measurements 

Divide 300-m reach into 5 segments (top, 3 more, bottom = 5).  

Stretch meter tape across the stream, perpendicular to flow with “zero end” on river left (as viewed 

from downstream.  Tape should be tightly suspended across the stream, about 1 foot above water level. 

Alternatively, use range finder and data keeper to estimate these points. 

Attach velocity probe to stadia, wading rod.  Check to ensure the meter is functioning properly and the 

correct calibration value is displayed. Calibrate the velocity meter (or check the calibration) and probe as 

directed in the meter‘s operating manual. 

Face the probe upstream at a right angle to the cross-section, even if local flow eddies hit at oblique 

angles to the cross-section.  

Stand downstream of the probe to avoid disrupting the stream flow. Adjust the position of the probe on 

the wading rod so it is at 0.6 (about 2/3-rds) of the measured depth below the surface of the water. 

Wait 20 seconds to allow the meter to equilibrate, and then measure the velocity. Record the value on 

the stream discharge form.  Note for the first interval, velocity may equal 0 because depth will be near 

0.  Note that negative velocity readings are possible and when recording negative values. Denote they 

are indeed negative values. 

Divide the wetted stream width into 5 equally sized intervals.  At each segment, from river left (0.1 m 

from shore) to river right, take 5 equally spaced flow readings  

In total, there will be 25 flow readings using the Marsh-McBirney flowmate. 

 

Pebble Count Procedure 

Divide 300-m reach section into 10 transects (bottom, 8 more, top = 10). 

Across the stream width at each section, randomly measure “10 pebbles”. 

In all, measure at least 100 pebbles per 300-m reach 

 

 

Example datasheets follow:
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